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-7 and go on winning

.1986 Northerns Ist/

1986 Easterns 1st
1986 DellQuay 1st

1986 ChichesterHbr Championships 1st
1986 Worlds 2nd and3rd

This record speaks for itself with over fifteen I sts in
National and Area Championships in recent years.

Feel the force for yourself behind Bruce Banks "

racing sails. Contact Nigel Buckley NOW for further
details.. : and with your new suit of Banks sails you

•will receive FREE an excellent tuning guide.
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INSURING YOUR
WAYFARER

Cut the cost
without cutting thle cover
If your boat isn't insured and we thoroughly understand

with The Navigators you may your needs.
be paying out more than you Contact Paula Hodshon of
need to. the UKWA for full details: 188

The Navigators operate a' Knights Road, Hoo, Rochester,
special insurance scheme for Kent ME3 9JL. Tel: (0634) 250478.
Association members, offering
extensive cover at a substantial
discount. We are specialist boat ]LA A b
insurers, backed by Eagle Stag,•[- ,

'RM ONMfOUTH" All Types of Cover for all Classes
fitt dWaterproof Canvas (green or blue)filaPVC Coated Nylon (blue, yellow or red).

Dinghy and Catamaran Covers, CockpitOAT OVERS Covers, Boom Tents, Laying-up Covers,
Polythene Sheets, etc., etc., etc.

All at Competitive Prices. Full Price List on Application.

RUSSELL & CHAPPLE LTD.

23 Monmouth Street, London WC2H 90E. 01-836 7521.



COMMODORE'S CORNER -Autumn '87

It fair makes mec spit! Sunnmer is coming in: but never does! I can
never make it out, perhaps it's me but I don't think we have had
much of a summier. Wind and rain or dead calm and fog seems to have
been the pattern. "
Some people, I know, have managed to get some good sailing in but
more seemed to have blown out!
Alan Gauchi, sailing from Lymington and atteinpting to reach Gibralter,
byrcbast hopping along the French and Spanish coast, eventually had
to give up at Santander after two months of bad weather that alternated
with no wind and fog. He got used to seeing the sane big keel
boats making the same progress and had a lot of interest shown to
bin and his crew in such a small open boat.
The French could not understand how two hefty, healthy mwn could want
to sleep in a boat that size. Nor could Alan and his crew after
one or two nights when the tent leaked.
The boat performed magnificiently and will be the subject of a
video show and talk at BWSG meeting on October 24 at St Luke's Hall
Bricket Wood, near St Albans, Herts telephone 0923-677814 to which
all are welcome.
A miniature tornado hot Aldeburgh while Martin Collen was peace-
fully sailing a few weeks ago. Off his own ground and not prepared
for a whirling force 10 from a flat calm, he 'suddenly found himself
deep in a rmudhank with his mast bent over the bow and his genoa
blown out while other boats where upside down and in complete chaos.
The same week-end they had 4ft of flood water from the rain in
Essex.
The 'Nationals' at Southwold were very lucky that the wind didn't
go round to the east that brought the chaos later in the month.
That's Ernie Chaplin! He seemed to have got the weather organised,
as he did (with his marvellous crew) the rest of the things that
happened that week- 'the week that was!'
I am still hearing from people about Southwold.
"It was Just like Butlins without the 'Wakey Wakey' . Everything was
organised, fron morning to night" "You hardly had time for a pee!"
said someone else. Several people, in the two or three hours that
Jean and I were able to be there on the Friday afternoon, said
that they were sorry that it was all over "It could have gone on
for another week!" And that seemed to be the general opinion.
It won't be the last we shall hear of Southwold or of 'Our Ernie' -
be like trying to put the lid on a volcano!
I have not had the chance, nor has Phil Warner but the intention is
there, to assess the value of the Race Training week-end at Grafham
that Phil organised and will be organising again next spring, in the
results of the 'Nationals'
•That there is a connection with the increased entry there is no
doubt. Members who attended said quite openly that they would not
have considered sailing in the 'Nationals' if it were not that they
had been given the confidence and the knowledge to do so. I
believe that the week-end has been booked and arranged so its up
to members to contact Phil Warner (17878). 058276-5227.
And the circle turns again to Michael McNamara!
Not only here has he done his upmnost to improve our racing standards,
with his lectures, talks, exhortations, cajolments but short of
sAiling the bloody thing, attitude to members interested, has spent
a week with our friends in Canada doing the same for them. A whole
week! and how they enjoyed it. The 'Whiffle' the newsletter of
CWA is full of what Mike did for then.
What a difference. We never mentioned the Pace Training week-end,
or who was responsible. In fact it never happened, or at least a
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lot of our members knew nothing about .it.
Thanks goodness. Mike is the type of chap that he is. They don't
come finer. Hercertainly puts more back into the Class than her
gets out of it. Let's hope that we can convince him that we feel
the same as our Canadian friends.
Norfolk Wayfarers! They're a class on their own. They're like the
mu~shrooms on a field, they keep popping up. Biggest growth of the
Class in the cofintry and they're bubbling with ideas for the futqre.
There is a secret, that you'll have to work out for yourself.
It's that germ-enthusiasm which can be very catching and if spread
over the country could cause a lot of trouble with the Class not
b eing able to cope. They have it under control in Norfolk with
alot of things planned for next year. A race training cum Cruising
seminar in Norwich University for the New Year. A Ret together of
Broadland Clubs to advance the Broadlands Trophy series. New
prizes for Junior Helms. Greater involvement in the S Rivers Pace.
It was better than ever this year as a result 66 Len Funnell's
kind gesture of a magnificent trophy: Team rac ing among the Clubs.
An A and a B team, picked from the best of the Norfolk helms to
challenge the rest of the elass over the British Isles.
Cheeky? but they have the talent coming forward, not the least with
Stephen Jeckells and Ian Titus, .4th rising star Keith Boggis raking
the most out of an old GEP and we hope W33 getting back onto the
gallops.
Well, all this came about through having the Boggis Family on your
doorstep! That's the Sectet! Enthusniasm Profundil
The whole family from Tony and Gi11ian to Keith and the two girls
encourage Wayfarering and are like the rest of the people upthere very friendly. They are ready to answer any query from a
member or would be member and that is how the Class has grown, I
would think, double its size siace last year.
When I retire, in two or three years time, that's the place for Jean
and I, if we could only learn the language.
Aldeburgh had good turnout for the Ecargot Trophy with a magnifi-
dient barbecue on the Saturday night but the best thing I heard
about was the free accornodation provided for the visitors and the
breakfast laid on for them at the Club Cl of the Robson Medway
'Fairway trophy' held the same week-end, (and that must not be for
the future), also did everyone proud. They also had a fine
barbecue with Richard Stone and his lovely lady doing the cooking.
We were there. It was smashing! But they do like hiding their lightunder proverbial bushel. No one wrote it up for the Press, dnlike
Aideburgh who gave a good account to both the national and Y & V.
Naughty! You must alter your ways if you expect visitors nextyear with all the celebrations expected for the 30 year anniversary
of the Wayfarer.
Anyone want a good wooden mast and boom. A floating mast, if you'refond of capsizing. Ann Davis has them for sale for £90.00 the pair,
ollect from tJTSC Bourne End. Phone Bourne End (062854 " 23912.
Ann, the widow of Hugh who died so suddenly last year, had decided
to keep W316 and sail her at Upper Thames, so has invested in metalto keep up with the others.
pleasent surprise at Upper Thames was to see John and Daphne Caplin

(W3266) as new members. They had moved to North Wales from Park-stone, where they are still members of the yacht club.
ohn's work has now brought him south again to live in Oxon, with
pper Thames as a near Wayfarer sailing club. So we have the pleasure
~t UTSC. Members have also joined the club from Datchet Water,ainly to join in the friendly attitude that prevails, for the size
f the water is vastly different but there ismmsore to a sailing club
then extensive water space. Wayfarer sailors are a naturAllyriendly crowd, not often realised By some of those huge complex
flubs.



Scotland was well represented at Southwold by Alan Neville and his eon,
Guy, sailing their well known boat Surf Scoter (W6464). Alan won
the Scottish championhhip this year and son Guy looks like being an
even better helm than his father, if that is possible.
The Class is still growing up there with Lochaber as lively as ever.
Norman Banks, our Scottish representative (although, unlike other
Classes, we refuse to-recognise him as such) is selling his boat, lie,
with all his conritments, is finding that he cannot make use of it and
does not want it to lie idle, so any offers?
He will still continue, I hope, as the man that all Wayfarer people in
Scotland can cormnunicate with and still be a Class measurer for that
is highly necessary.
They always make visitors more than welcome, as was found at Fort
William this year, so I am hoping that members from the South will
make a note of the Scottish Nationals for next year at North Berwick
over the May Spring Bank Holiday 28t28130.
Jimmy and Elaine Clouston (W7676) were not able to travel from te
Orkneys this year. What with the wee son gro~ing fast and that Jimmy
is building a house (to accommnodate you visitors to that lovely part of
the world) But next year, he tells me, they ate going to get points
for the 'Worlds' for '89. This could be held in Scotland and would
be cheaper by a lot than going to Denmark, if that is considerate.
It was good to see a picture of Ed Gillespi on the front cover of
the last magazine. He is still a chubby chap, a strength of the Class
in Scotland. He and his dear wife I haven't seen for a long time, to
my loss.
The Midlands are falling by the Wayside, only because we have no one in
touch on the doorstep. We have no Boggis family to get around them
or to answer their phone calls (mine is always reajy from 9 am - 1I pm).
I think it's time we took a lesson from the Gip'S or the Flying
Fifteens on area representation and Wnake it worth peoples while to
use their phone and postage in keeping connections going.
I have heard very little from Peter Deaville lately but I don't worry.
lie has had a lot on his plate, with his altered status as a married
man and an exacting job and the music dide of life but I know that he
will bodlnce back, it is hoped with another Salford Seminar. There is
so much more to discuss for the next one that we would have like to
have put in the last. It started a ball rolling that is still on the
move.
Old men look back! Sometimes in anger at the wasted years but this one
is looking very much forward to '88 and the 30 year anniversary of
the Wayfarer. Once I have had my high powered Pacemaker fitted in
November I should be ready for anything (except that!).

Things in the pipeline from me for your consideration is the Vintage
Wayfarer Event with prizes for concours d'elegance for racing and
cruising boats in classes from 1 to 250. 251-750. 751-1000. This
to be held in Chichester Harbour, I think, since so many old boats
are in that area and I feel sponsership could be found for such an
event, for there could be good publicity and a handbook of the event
with what the Wayfarer has achieved over the years. So Frank's
boat would have to come out of the dungeon.
The 'Nationals' are to he held at Hayling Island, so I'm told so that
could tie in. Its points for the 'Worlds' !n any case, next year.
There is a Race around Isle of Wight mooted for the week-end, either
before or after the Keel boat 'Round the Island' by tLymlngton Town
S. C. in conjunction with the Ospreys. It would include Cruising
and Racing Wayfarers with separate prizes for both and would be
organised and cared for like keel boats are. Any interest?
What else! Rollesby Broad have an Open Meeting May l4th-i5th that
wll get a lot of support and will be the first Of the Broadlands
Series.
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There must be other events already settled for '86 but we must rememberthat we need a Racing Secretary. Robin has mrried June so has retired
the Job.
We must also remember that the A.C.M Is to be held the second Saturday
of the Boat Show In January, I would have preferred the first one butI think that it is already booked at Imperial College. -Any ideas onthat? We to want a good attendance and proposals for New Committeemembers, not necessarily living on the doorstep, for the way the Classis building, our A.G.M. *s could be held in Norwich, and who would say
it would be a bad thing?

There is a lot more but Mike is more than impatient. He's more thanlong suffering but he had got something he's happy about.

See you at Bough Beech Dick.

ROAD TRAILERS
LAUNCHING TROLLEYS

pIIp nr COMBINATION TRAILERS

Ask for details on
Double Trailers

HO0NKLEY ENGINEERING, STRINGERWS LANE. RosSETT, CLWYD"
Tel: (STID 0244) 570739 J ii

or& contact our-ii oast stacldsts:"Porter Bras., John King btipyard, King Sfreet, Ernsworth, Hams. POl1O 7AY. (Tel: 0243) 377522



MISCELLANY

LICENCED BUILDERS

After many years of successful association, the Class are sorry to be
saying goodbye to Westerly Boats as one of the licenced Wayfarer builders,
for CRP boats. They have resigned their licence with effect from 31st December,
and the copyright holders, in turn have reallocated it to Porter Brothers of
EmsWorth, current builders of all Wooden Wayfarers. The initial licence
was granted for the Mark II boats only. However, as of a recent builders meeting,
it was decided that the licence would be extended to cover Mark II Self
Drainers as well. Further details of any of the Porter Wayfarere can be obtained
from then at John Icing Shipyard, King Street, Emswrth, Hants POlO 7AY (Tel
0243-377522) . R Moore a Sons, of Station Rd.,* Wroxham, Norfolk (Tel 06053 2294)
are continuing to build the GRP Mark II and the self drainer.

1988 Nationals

The 1988 National Championships are currently scheduled to be held at Hayling
Island S.C.,* during the last week of July. With the extreiely strong local
class racing within Chichester Harbour, and the fact that the championships
again fall within school holidays, it is hoped that the entry can better that
acheived at Southwold this year: particularly as next year is again a qualifying
year for the Wayfarer Worlds (1989).

Sponsors

The class are very fortunate in having a variety of excellent sponsors who
are helping by supporting various events in the Wayfarer calendar. There are
too many to name then all, but special gratitude this year must Co to Blue
Nun who sponsorred the Wayfarer Nationals, to Priory James who are assisting
on the Inlands, and to Terry clark and Windsor Life, who as ever put so much into
the class in very many ways.

CLOSING DATES:

The closing date for the next Wayfarer nagazine is 15th November: it is vital
that all copy should be in by this date in order to ensure that the Wayfarer
world edition is produced on time, copy dates for the next 12 months are:

Spring issue: February 20th.
Susner issue, May 18th.
Autumn issue: August 20th.
Winter issue, November 15th.
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The Chestnuts. London Road, Addington, Kent.

13th August 1987

Dear Mike,.

We read Neil Joye's letter in th, last issue of WayfarerNews, with amazement and amusement I Is Southampton really thebackwater of sailing - a place where "sophlstlcated" Go-Faster
equipment (spreaders, H-tracks ott) are atrarity ? This can not
be so. '

A thumb through the Wayfarer nag will identify Mr Joye'slocal W boatbuilder, plus the other more distant ones, and a well
known racing dinghy chandler. •Another obvious source ofpotential Go-faster goodie suppliers is te "let your finger's do
the walking".

We have over the years (dare we say It ?) TELEPHONED suchsuppliers in the quest for Go-faster iquIDment which haven'tshot us to front of the fleet - but most importantly, theboatbuilders and chandlers alike have been more than willing toassist. At least now we've'got more toyt to play with I

On Mr Joye's point regarding trainlhg weekends inManchester, we sympathise, with the distance involved to travel tosuch events, however, you don't get "ought for nought". We foundthat the effort of going to the Grafham weekend, last April, morethan worthwhile and learnt a great deal. 4 further such weekendis planned for next April - may we recommend that Mr boye makes
thle sacrifice and attends.

Of course, a further useful way to learn how to set up yourboat, tune it and sail faster Is to travel to some Open meetings.where Mr Joye will find other Wayfarer; more than h~ppy to talkshop both in the dinghy park or in the bar after racing.
There are one or two good books on sailing generally whichMr Joyc should read, that deal with both boat and helm tuning aswell as sailing technique. Eric Twinameils an ewcellent author

to look for. Sailing magazines also run various articles
offering advice from time to time.

There isn't an easy answer- to going fast (if anyone kn~owsb~etter please write to us !) but we think that by attending tothe points outlined above, gradual improvement and understanding
will follow. It takes practice, the right approach arid TIME.

Mr" Joye does have a fair point regarding a lack of articlIesin the Wayfarer meg about tuning and going fast. Any voluntteers
to write such articles ?

Sometimes we ask a lot from our leading helms and whilst itwould be useful to have the occasional article written by them.it would be unfair to ask individuals to write too frequently.
They might understand more than us mortals but it takes time towrite articles and they probably haven't got any more of that
than the rest of us.

On the point that suggests that the Wayfarer Class is in
decay, we would like to point out that this years Nftional
Championships saw a'; entry of over 70 boats. We don't think MrJoye was present. This doesn't seem like a dyilng Class, lacking
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direction, however, the liveliness of the Class is within it's
own mnembef-s. If they are not prepared to make an effort to drive
the Class forward. then of course it will lack direction.

So to Mr boye - join the innovators and make a real effort
to move yourself end the Class forward I

Neil end Maggie Shawcross
141003 - FIFI

MORELAND FO

Moreland Tarpaulins Ltd. are the
recognised Boom-up and shaped

cover specialists for top quality

. SPECIAL PRICES FOR
/ WAYFARER ASSOCIATION MEMBERS

/ Your contacts are: Mike Brown or
Eric Graham on 01- 387-5210 (24-hrs.)

i who will handle your enquiries and

Or write directly to the Company.

Moreland Tarpaulins Ltd.

~25 ST. PANCRAS WAY. LONDON. NW1 OQE.
Telephones: 01-3S7-5210 and 01-487-2383
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2 Gloucester Place,
Witney,
Axon OXR 5LA

-1.9.87

n;ear Mike Porter,

SI am moved to write in support of a recent correspondent, Neil
Joys, whose letter was published in the Burner edition of Wayfarer
News.

I have sailed and taught sailing for many years and six months
ago purchased a well kept, well racedand delightful Wayfarer -
Mary-Ellen III, 4062. I have now statted torrace regularly as
well as taking her down to Cornwall and Wales for cruising
holidays for the family.

Despite years of experience on the water, there are two areas
which I need guidance in. Firbt, one partly fulfilled by the
association news, is the question of whdie to launch and moor our
Wayfarer around the coast of the British Isles so that we can do
a bit of "bay-hopping" without having to face the daunting prospect
of a long haul cruise. Second, and the problem so well outlined
by Neil Joye, is my need for advice on tun&Sggand racing my
Wayfarer from sailors with far more experience than ryself.
There are several Wayfarer sailors in my friendly club of West
Oxfordehire, who are always willing to compare notes, but it
sometimes feels a little inappropriate to pick their brains too
deeply when they are bound to be competitors the followinR week!

I thouroughly support the plea for a few gems from the "wealth
ofi knowledge" accrued by our top sailors and builders.

Yours sincerely

BILL BERRY

W 4062



65 Westmoreland Rload,
London,
31113 9P.Z.

11th September 1987

Dear Wayfarers,

I wanted very much to thank the very many of you who have written
•and sent messages to wish me better. This is of course particularly
true of our dear old Commodore who organised some round robins.
They came when I was still feeling grog~y and they cheered me un a
lot. You will also know that flick exagoerated wildly in su~aesttn'
that all my hard work for the Association had laid rue low. Bless his
heart, this is of course errant nonsense. My doctor says that genietis
and smoking are the most likely causes of heart troubles and not
UKWA subscriptions. Very, very many thanks for all your vood wishes
just the same.

Speaking of subscriptions: - they have gone up to £8.50 from next
January, please try and remember. We are also havina talks with our
Bank to see whether we can adopt a system of Direct Details to allow
for changes in subscriptions, rather than use the present rigid
Standing Orders. I hope to be in touch about this before long.

For now, bless you and thank you

Yours very sincerely

PETER STRAUSS

SOUTHERN a
PRESS
LITHOGRAPHIC & LE'n'ERPRESS PRINTERS
BOOK AND MAGAZINE
PRINTERS RqEISOF"
BOOKBINDING,,PA lES"

For all your Printing requirements: 41 P RTSMUTWOA

Typesetng, ArtworlQDesign, HORNDEAN, HANTS.
Instant Photocopying. Tel: Homdean (0705) 592400



Michael fl 1 ,:,
McNamara F

WHY IT HAS TO BE McNAMARA
FOR YOUR WAYFARER SAILS IN 1987
1. We have the night shape - winning the National
Championships and many Open Meetings during 1986

2. We have the very bbst cloths and offer a choice of
N.YT. or Stabilized Dacrorns.

3. Our quality of workmanship together with the
'extras" fitted as standard give a long useful life.

4. We can help tune
your rig and set the
sails up on your boat.

5. We do not only make
sails, we have top covers:
trailingq covers:
clothingl and

~SO WHY NOT
~GIVE US A

RING



IN DEFENCE OF THE
ONE-DESIGN PRINCIPLE

By Ian Proctor

One has only to scan through the small advert pages of sailing agazines to
realise that Vayfarers in general have proportionately higher secondhand
values than other classes of dinghy. This is not because they have a scarcity
value, but because they are sturdy and, most of all, because development has
been controlled in such a way that the older boats are not outclassed and made
obsolete by the introduction of innovations and modifications that bestow
significant performance advantages.

It would have been a strategic mistake for the Wayfarer design to be frozen in
its original form, as produced thirty years ago. The option of CR?
construction was inevitable and the change to the l[ark II internal structure
was a rational step towards the better use of 01W as the more common material
of construction. Similarly, the introduction of the hark II SD widened the
scope of the class by providing another option which I believed would be a
great benefit to the many people who wanted to keep a dinghy on a soor-ing,
unattended for long periods, when the self-draining facility wou ld be a real
blessing.

Each of these changes has been very carefully considered against the
background of Class Rule 1.1. which in my view is the most important of all.
This says - 'The intention of the class rules is to ensure racing within the
class on even terms whilst maintaining the boat's characteristics of
constructional strength, ease of handling, suitability for family sailing and
day cruising and moderate cost.' That will always be my guide ad I hope that
in years to cone those who control the class will always observe it.

But the benefits of controlled development are by no mans confined to the
maintenance of secondhand values. New Wayfarer. are not cheap, because there
is a lot of strong boat there and feature, like raised floorboards, lockers
with watertight hatches and pivotting masts inevitably coest ure, but an
important factor towards keeping first cots within bounds i, that builders
seldom have to re-tool with changed noulds and their operatives do not need
frequently to spend time learning new moulding and assembly techniques. That
should also help towards the elimination of building faults and reliability of
the product.

Neither are economics the sole consideration in assesing the benefits of
controlled development. One of the strengths of the Wayfarer i, its
versatility and although there are areas where racing is the prime interest of
Wayfarer owners, there are far more places where the use of the boat is mixed.
Many boats are used mainly for day sailing or cruising, but race in the annual
local regatta; quite often these boats are owned by heluspeope whose
excperience and longstanding skill enables them to be quite competitive even
though they may only race occasionally; it is important therefore that their
boats should not be grossly outclassed, but should remain reasonably capable
of finihihng well up in the hunt in a regatta, given the right condition,.
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Kaintaining the one-design principle in any class is not eay. Ye all know
the difficulty there has been in controlling the shape, rig and relative
performance of many supposedly one-designs that had better not be named. It
is an astonishing fact that there 1. often more performance difference between
one-designs in which the permitted tolerance have been exploited, than there
is between boats in the 'development' classes, such as Nerlin-Rockets and
National 12's, in which rival designers are producing very obviously different
hull shapes but achieving closely similar performances by different routes: in
one-design classe the alternative routes are often closed by rule limitations,
so .that change in a single shape fator can be mor, significant. Vith all
this potential for variation in many one-design classes, how do we in the
Wayfarer achieve the better control that undoubtedly keeps older boat

c:omptitive and avoids the necessity of having a new boat-every year or two to
remain near the head of the flaet?

All.1 dinghy classes have rules and the Wayfarer rules are not that different
from those of many others. The rules are very necessar-y to put limits on sail
area and shape, things projecting beyond the skin, dimensions of keel band,
testing of buoyancy and so on, but as far as hull shaps and any other
important factors are concerned the Wayfarer rules actually tend to weaken
control, rather than strengthen it. This is not a criticism, becae the
tolerances and liberalisation permitted by the rules were deliberately included
to accomodate the errors that might reaonably be made by amateur builders in
the fitting and assembling of wooden hull from kits of components, but if
they were not needed for that reason the tolerances could, and should, be much
tighter.

What, then, preserves the basic one-design character of the Wayfarer so
effectively? The answer is the Licence Agreement, under the terms of which
all Wayfarers are produced.

This Licence, which owners naturally do not normally see, requires the licensed
producer of components to make them to a set of full-size drawings reproduced
on stable plastic film. These components have to be assembld on registered
Jigs, which again are mostly shown full size on film. All components are
s.pecified as to material and dimensions and the tolrances are really tight -
c-onsiderably tighter than permitted by the relevant rules. It must be
emphasised that the tolerances quoted in the class rule are to accomodate
errors in the assembly of wood kits by amateur builders and the professional
licensed builders are not permitted to use these tolerance to alter the shape
of the boat from that detailed in the drawing. This is made quit clear in
the Licence and specfication, and incidentlly is reinforced by Clam Rule 5.1.

So much for the wood boat. The control of ORP boat shape is, if anything.
even more rigorous. All hulls have to originate in official matilda, which are
themselves produced from master plugs or patterns. There is one master hull
plug in the UK from which all noulds for Europe have been derived, and there
is one plug in Canada. I wish there was only one plug in the world, but the
cost of transporting it back and forth acrs the Atlantic and the dnger of
getting it damaged in the process make this impractical. All the ORP
internal structural components are also produced on official moulds derived
from a singl set of plugs (for each variant) held in. UK and Canada.



Beyond that, the 01P specifications require the internal structure to be built
in while the boat is firmly held in an assembly Jig. The design of the
moulded components is such that, in the MrkIl and SD particularly, they are
virtually self-locating and once bonded in place, the shape is fired. Any
distortion can only be due to shrinkage of the material and that is virtually
unavoidable over the years.

All this, I hope, sounds fine and convincing, but you may well ask how can we
ensure th~at the licensed builders do not exploit the tolerances on wooden
boats and do not alter their OR? soulds or monkey about with the position of
CR? components during assembly? The answer is relatively simple, Vs pursue a
policy of licensing only a very few builders for a given area, so that the
market is not split up between a large number of prodcrs, each turning out a
handful of Vayfarers each year. At first thought this may seem to creat, a
near monopoly situation and rob the class of the benefits of competition
between builders, but in fact it bestows the enorm-ous benefit of making the
Wayfarer license commercially valuable to a few selected builders with real
commitment to the class and who can afford to publicies the boat without fear
of half a dozen other builders benefitting from their publicity efforts. Even
more important, because the license is plainly of ommercial value, the builder
will not, unless he is very foolish, jeopardies his position as a Wayfarer
licence bolder by altering moulds or fiddling tolerances in defiance of the
drawings, specifications or class rules. That is the main safeguard.

I would not hesitate summarily to chop the licence of any builder who had
cheated by deliberately altering moulde or misusing tolerances. This may
sound very harsh, but there are the intrests of all the other builders to be
considered, not to mention thousands of owners who rely on the maintenance of
our one-design principle to ensure that they compete en even tenms and that
their Vayfarers are not devalued by being outclassed.

It is therefore disturbing to hear rumours that Poi-ters, who are about to get a
licence to mould GEP boats, have ben approached by some potential customers
asking if the hull shape is to be altered. This is not fair to Porters or to
the other licensed builders - or, for that matter, to the many other owners in
the class. Having spoken to Mike and Ia Porter about this rumour, I am
certain that they have never had the slightest intention to modify 01P moulds
or deviate from the specification.

The stipulation that the boatbuilder must produce GRP components and completed
boats according to the drawings and specifications implies, in my view, that
subsequent alteration of the shape and assembly of those components by anyone
else would also make the boat illegal. If this is not so, thee controls are
rendered useless and the important class rule 2.3 is farcical.

If indeed my interpretation is correct and it is illegal to alter the shape of
officially moulded 01P components after they have left the moulder's premises,
then obviously it is illegal to deliberately alter the sectional shape of a CRP
centreboard by grinding down the trailing edge until it is almost knife sharp.
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Originally every centreboard and rudder blade had to case from a licensed
builder, who would produce these foils from tmplates and Specifications.
Later it was pointed out that an owner night break or- damage a foil when
abroad or far away from a licensed builder and that it should be possible to
get a replacement made loclly from drawins supplied by the Class
Association. This is obviously reasonable, but unfortunately, though quite
legally, the relaxation of this control has been used lees frequently by people
in dire straits wanting to replace a broken board in a hurry, than by owners
prepared to pay the rice for special 'prformance' boards, with relatively
delicate edges which I think, and hope som may agree with me, are not
"suitable for family sailing and cruising and mderat cost , as required by
Thile 1.1. Anyway, that situation has been with us for a long time now and is
unlikely to change.

What have not been with us for long are O]R! centreboards and rudder blades.
d:esigned the sectional shape of these to perform as well, as possible, in my
judgement, within the scope and intention of the rules and the character and
varying roles of the boat. Some may have other ideas on the perfect section
shape, but we cannot have a number of alternative moulds to suit everyone's
individual whims. The moulds, and the mouldings produced from then are
therefore to my design and specification. The trailing edgeds are not knife-
sharp, mainly because such an edge is fragile and quite dangerous in a family
boat if it is raised quickly, but partly becaus such an edge is impractical in
a normal wooden foil and the reason for the introduction of OR!' foils, to my
mitnd anyway, was to increase strength and reduce maintnance, but not to
provide a performance advantage, whether real or illusory, which would force
all competitive owners to buy one.

Whether a knife-sharp trailing edge is more efficient than the 1.8mm tip
radius that I have designed is very dubious anyway and tank test certainly
indicate otherwise. But the advantages of some suh details may be only in
the mind, yet can still can have their effect. I therefore hope that the
Wayfarer Class will continue to follow the principle that the shape of any
Wayfarer 01P component is sacrosant and may not be deliberately altered by

t'he builder orsyn ~ and will firmly declare that such surgery is
illegal.

If this principle is not accepted, it semse to me that we shall hav, to spend
the next year or two revising, amplifying and complicating the rules, to which
many will no doubt say, Theaven forbid .



7987 WA YFARER NA TIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
Southwold S.C.: 26th - 31st July, 7987

The 1987 Wayfarer Nationals made a return to the east coast for the first
time in some years, and the fleet was retarded with a good entry of over 70
boats, including a large, contingent from the increasingly strong Norfolk
fleets, With sponsorship from alue Thin, and a great deal of effort put in by
the host club, who were holding a National event for the first time, the week
provided exciting racing, with many fighting a constant battle with the elements
(largely in the shape of a strong tide) for most of the wreek, Wind conditions
ranged from strong to light over the various days. and it says much for the
standard of the leaders that the results they gained were so consistent
at the end of the week.

judging by the various Area meetings held durino the year, it was evident that
the two likely frontrunners were going to be Mike McNaara, sailing Cordon Bleu
with Sim~on Townsend, and Ian Porter, sailing Scavenger with Sheon Weatherill.
These two have battled together at nost of the area meetings this year, with
NcNamara coing in with an edge on performance. However, after the toughest of
battles throughout the week, it was Porter who emerged the victor, with the
result hanging on a last race result. Porter, following a disappointino
result on Wednesday,w as left in thesituation effectively of havina to win both
the Thursday and Friday races to win overall, whilst lMcliamra, with two firsts
and a second at this stage of the weekwas looking, to all intents home and dry.
With a first on the Thursday, and McNamara again second, Porter kept the result
alive for the Friday. when the two had a great battle, after both having a "trouhled"
start when a large numbher of boats were washed into the starting line mark with the
tide. NcNammra led Porter around the first mark, but both were well back in the
bunch. However, Porter picked up places downwind and eventually sailed to a good
victory, with McNamara again in second position.

It goes without saying that McNamara was extremely unlucky not to succeed in
defending his titlet at the end of a week and with results of 2-1-1-2-2, there
are very few championships which would have eluded him.

The third and fourth positions overall were also extremely hard fought throughout
the week, between relative newcomer to the class Stephen jeckells, crewed in Gandalf
by Ian Times, and class stalwart Ian Robson from Aldeburgh, sailing with Mark toeffler.
At the end of a very hard fought week, it was Robson and Loeffler who secured
third place, ahead of Jeckells, who entertained the fleet with a spectacular capsize
whilst sailing into harbour. Much should be said of the organisation that managed
to tow the fleet in and out of the entrance each day. It was undoubtedly the cause
of many heart stopping rmrrants, but at theend of the week, every crew had found their
favourite way of safely getting through the entrance, and there were no major
incidents or problems.

Martin Collen, sailing with Terry palmer, managed a gorod fifth position overall,
sailing in what is rumoured to be his last competitive season in the Wayfarer, whilst
Sixth position was shared between two young crews, Matrtin Wilson, sailing with his"
wife in Prime Time (Martin was of course World Champion crew some years ego, sailing
with Father Alan), and Mark Goodchild, sailing with Pauline Rough in The Waffler.

A full report of the racing, together with photographs will appear in the Year Rook
in December, along with all of the results for the week.
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FEDERATlION WEEK 7987
Rayling Isgland Sailing Clubs August 24th - 26th.

The annual Chichester Harbour Federation Week regatta was held at Flayling Islandin late August, and attracted a good entry of 29 boats: mainly, from clubs within
Cichester Harbour itself, but with a view visitor, fro further afield
as well.

The racing itself is held around a type of olympic course, although a number ofstandard harbour racing marks are used in addition to a few specially laid inflatablemarks. This gives the option of a good course from nost wind directions, andit is always possible to lay a special course if the wind chooses to be difficulti

With the first race being held in light conditions, first boat around the windwardm.ark was current National Champion Ian Porter. crewed by Simon Weatherill in Scavenger.In hot pursuit throughout the race was Hike tambert, crewed by his son in Tristarfrom Mengeham Rythe S.C., whilst third position was taken by Mike Webber-Walton,salilng with Es Turner in Itonshadow, from Dell Quay S.C. Colin and Terry Taylor,
also from Dell Quay finished fourth in Another Palava.

The second oints race saw a change in conditions, but again it was Porter wholed Eros the first mark to win; this time however, second position was taken byWeber-Walton. with Bob Gollner, sailing with Rob Mors in Gee Whit in third
position. Again the Taylors sailed into fourth spt.

Wednesdays race proved to be somewhat short-runt as the fleet were beatingto an inflatable after nearly an hour of 'racing, it became evident that themark had either drifted off, or been removed. This left the Wayfarers with no-whereto go, and the race officers with no option but to abandon the race, which was then
resailed on the Thursday.

This neant that there were to be two races on the Thursday. Porter and Weatherilsealed up the week by winning both of these events: thus giving them a perfectscore and one discard of a first (Fed. Week is S races, but only three to counti).slecond osition in both went to Webber Walton and Turner, and this sealed up secondposition overall for theta. Ro*ver, the battle for third overall was quite tight afterthe two races, with Rob Goilner gaining two third positions, and the Taylors a
7th and a 4th. Mike Lanbrt added a 5th and 6th to his tally.

With this tight, battle in mind, both Porter an~d Webber Walton elected to sail Ospreysfor the Friday, and leave the Wayfarere to their own devices. In the event colhn Taylorsailed the best route up the first beat to lead at the windward mark and never bechallenged. Robert and Robin Hurdett in Brave Benbow were second, at the first mark,but were unable to hold off Collner for second position, thus giving him third overallfor the week ahead of Taylort Richard Browning, sailing with Jayne Willis for thelast part of the week in Successor finished third in this race, whilst Lanberts
fifth osition was enough to secure him fifth overall.

overall results,

1st Scavenger Ian Porter and Simon Weatheril. RISC2nd Moonshadow Hike Webber-Valton a Es Turner. DQSC
3rd Gee Whiz Bob Gollner A RobMorse DQSC4th Another Palava Colin and Terry Taylor DQSC5th Tristar Mike Lanbert & son. . MSC6th Successor Richard Browning and Jayne willis RISC7th Brave Benbow. Robert and Robn Burdett - E.S.C.8th WW.B Ted & Wendy Gadd RISC



WA YFARERS A T ALDERBURGH
L 'Escargot Trophy

Aldeburg Yacht Club hosted a Wayfarer Open Meeting for the
L/Escargot Trophy on 26th and 27th June. Nineteen boats took part
in a closely fought meeting held in an ideal sailing breeze from
South West on both days.

In the Practice race for the R.N.L.I. Pennant Oraeme Hinton
(7900) built up a good lead on the first beat and held off Ian
Robson (7300) to win by ten seconds.

The first Points race on Saturday afternoon saw a long opening
beat against the tide in a force 5 wind. Ian Robson opened up a
substantial lead at the end of the 40 minute'beat from Ian Tinns
and held on to win by 4 minutes from Tiuns with Terry Clarke
snatching 3rd place by one second from Peter Dlearnely (4th) who
was a further second from Graene Hinton at the end of the 15 mile
race.

On Saturday evening in one of the first warm evenings of sunner,
a barbecue was enjoyed by upwards of 50 competitors and friends - the
River Aide looking at its best on a calm eveniing and low tide.

On Sunday morning Itin Tirmns quickly'moved into the lead closely
pursued by Ian Robson 'until the latter was forced to retire by gear
failure. Tinans finished 4 minutes ahead of the rest of the fleet and
had his win confirmed after successfully defending a protest.
Behind Timms there were many place changes with Graeme Hinton coming
through to take second place from John Hanmnond, Peter flearnely 4th
and Mark Loeffler 5th.

with victory depending on the last race, Ian Robson moved into the
lead from Titans at the end of the first beat. Exciting planning
reaches under spinnaker up river saw positions maintained until Inn
Tinuns managed to squeeze past Robson to scent victory on the last beat.
However, disaster struck Tinmms shortly before the finish when under
spinnaker and pressure from Robson, Tiins capsized in a gust. This
let Robson through to first place in the race and overall victory
with Keith Boggis finishing second from John Hanmmond and Mark
Loeffler.

Overall Results: 1 One more Escape Ian and Bruce Robson Aldeburgh Y.C.
2 Gaudale Ian Titrnns & Neil Ruston Norfolk Broad

Y.C.
3 Gravy Boat John Hammnond & Charles Waldrinfield

Wilkinson S.C.
4 Recovery Graeme & Anthony Hinton Aldeburgh Y.C.
5 Golden Wonder Peter & Alan Deanely Hickling Broad

Y.C.
6 Prelude Terry Clarke & son Norfolk Broad

y.C.

Ian Robson, Class Captain.
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POOLE HARBOUR

The season's racing has gone very much to programme with only two race.having been blown out and none being abandoned. The two tong distance raceswere particularly successful, the 'Jennie Allen' trophy on Ath July had aslightly different course, omitting Brankaome, thus avoiding th, long dragunder Canford Cliff., hut with an extra ieg in Studland Bay. It wascritical to find the Sadler mark correctly. To. Lock and one or two othersthought the Needles looked more inviting, but coat them dearly in beatingback against en east running tide. This was won in a gentle force 3 byStuart Bowen in 'XIS 8' (W1759). The Swanage race on July 18th wee in muachbrisker conditions. Basil Nodder in 'Kerena' was first at the Swenage markfollowed by Alan Murray in 'Essence .of Vanilla' (W6517) with an excitingspinnaker run past Old Harry out to fairway buoy Brian Purches in'Periwinkle' (W6502) capsized and on the reach back up the Swash ChannelHodder's toe straps parted company leaving crew man Bruce Oridley to recoverhis swimming helm. Murray grabbed his chance and crossed the line first
with Dodder second end Lock third.

The Wednesday series has been clenched by 'Kerena' with 10 firsts on thescore sheet, and with 3 more races to go it look. like a tussle for 2nid and3rd placea between 'Red Hot flame' and 'Periwinkle'. The Base Trophy overthe Wareham Chsnnel was won by the proverbial gnats whisker by Tony IWardellin 'The Blues' (W1449) from Murray 2nid and Nodder 3rd. Th. untimelycoincidence of Truckland ferry paseing the finishing area causedpalpitations with the leaders trying to spinnaker finish in a dying breeze.The Saturday points series looks at this stage to be a fight to the very end
between 'XLR 8' and 'Rerene'.

The Crew Cup race was won by Bruce Gridley in 'Kerene' in a very closefinish from John Chsrlton in 'Essence of Vanilla' and Melinda Lck in 'RedHlot Mama'. Bruce retains the trophy for the third successive year.

Duncan Cee with his new self drainer 1J8293 'flo Excuse' is slowly working hisway up the results, and also making a happy return to helming isCraeme Matthews with his 'Chost of a Chance' ( 12957) refurbished and
resplendent with red painted stars.

Stuart and Tracy Bowen found out what life wac like at the Nationals, andfor their first event came much to their credit in the top I/3rd of thefleet and they had their moments of brilliance. A young Brother and Sistercombination whose enthusiasm knows no limits, they came back a lot wiser.

The climax of the season 'Poole Ieek~en open event for all comers is onlydays away bringing with it colour end excitement to the harbour. It is apity that this week which does so much for local yachting and the business
it generates is still spurned by Poole Council.

Basil odder (W6330)



Tidewa y Sailing Club for Disabled From: TOM A TKIN

The sails of TSCD were first filled in August 1982 following the in-
augural meeting convened by Fred Duhig secretary of BSAD South East
at the Tideway Sailing Centre, Greenwich. Supporting hime was the
London Borough of Greenwich, Sports Manager David White, the late
Charles Smith Manager of the Tideway Sailing Centre, together with
ten representatives of major disability groups.
TSCD is a club whose aims and aspirations are to develop the resources
means, and skills, to encourage and enable handicapped people and
their able-bodied friends to sail together. Friends, who might,
rather like my constant sailing chum who describes herself as
'temporarily able-bodied'.
So, in a world too often devided into artificial devisions, we are
about integration, and the wish to share with and to share out, sonic
of the companionship and fellowship to be found in just "messing
about in boats".
In the young life of TSCD, apart from the two Challengers made available
by the EVA Seamenship Foundation, it has well equipped itself with
the aid of our members fund raising efforts and the fortunate receipt
of grants. For those who require them we are able to offer the use of
protective clothing and various buoyancy aids. Apart from our Dorey
safety boat, our present dinghy fleet consists of a Beaufort and
two Wayfarers.
I cannot think it will be in the nature of a surprize for readers to
learn, that after experience of other sailing dinghies, our excutive
committee have decided to ultimately ensure that all of our boats will
be of the Wayfarer class: and what is more we have now the funds to
buy another; and as usual Dick Notley is being his helpful self and
is unearthing a suitabld second hand model.
The Wayfarer contains in essence the enviroment which is most suitable
for someone with limited movement to be able to helj; wether they
sit on a bean bag or as I have done, use a polystyrene block laid
athwart the sterne, as a seat, or wether we use our Able Sailor* which
are easily fitted. ilomo sapiens has survived by his adaptibility and
inventive capacities .......... Whatever, we do find the Wayfarer
responsive and beginning to handle on the often demanding waters of
the Thames. But I feel we are getting near to the tine when our club
nember should pool their collective experience in order that our
Wayfarers are rigged, euipped and fitted to satisfactorily help to sail,
he most seemingly unlikely handicapped person that wishes to. If
one thinks about the matter it is largely the environment that very
often prevents the handicapped person from participating in so many
areas within the comamunity - but things are improving. What is true
of the coummunity environment is no less true of a sailing dinghy; and
for that matter of the sailing club. Like other things in life they
will prove only in so far as those in at the sharp end are prepared
to work and by their example encourages others to lend a hand. But
I disagree!
TSCD os om sp~e ways a unique club, particularly so in the opportunities
it provides for the disadvantaged and the handicapped to sail. But
for excellence, a hub from which the spokes of achievement reach out
to join the rim of the wheel of the wider world of sailing.
In the meantine, most every Thursdays ontthe south bank of the Thames
at a point below the Greenwich Meriden Line and above the Thames
Barrier - may be observed a motley crew, anyone of whom could be legless,
(not I hasten to add, as the result of an extended visit to the club
house bar) sightless, profoundly deaf, or confined to a wheelchair,
"temporarily able-bodied", or with just a penchant for taking a pair
of crutches for a walk. And they share one thing above all the rest
in cormmon ........a dynamic urge to sail.
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Or, if I may express a personal thought, perhaps delighted to know a
brief flirtation with a sense of liberation and oneness with the ele-
ments that I experience on the water. Even on the historic water of
the Thames. 'Now dark, now glittering, now reflecting gloom, now
lending splendour"

tBSAD = British Sports Association for Disabled.

tAble Sailor = A helmning seat which runs on a half circular track that
enables a helms person to pull it round, without leaving the seat when
going about.

BOOK AND PUBLICATION LIST

Wayfarer Infor-naton Pack From U.K.W.A Secretary

Dinghy Cruising A G. Earl Peter Davies 1945 0.O.P

S-pur Book of Dinghy Cruising Margaret Dye Spur Books 1977

Dinghy Owners Handbook Dave Jenkins Hollis & Canter 1975

Seamanship in Small
O pen Boats Ken Duxbury Pelham Books 1971
Ocean Crossing Wayfarer F. and M. Dye David and Charles 1977

O)pen Boat Cruising F. and M. Dye David and Charles 1982
Dinghies for all Waters Eric Coleman Hollis and Canter 1976

Dinghy Cruising Ian Nicholson Bosun Books
Adlard Coles 1963 O.O.P.

Open Bdat Cruising John Glaspool Nautical 1973

Dinghy Cruising with Phillips Alan Phillips Canadian Import 1981

A Sea Blue Boat and
A Sun Gods Island Ian Brooks Adlard Coles 1971

Lugworm Island Hopping
(Greece and England Ken Duxbury
Lugwormo on the Loose)
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RACE TRAINING AT CLYDE CANOE CLUB"

If the Clyde Canoe Club fleet seems to be moving a bit more smartly-
on the water this season, it may be explained as the result of the
race training session which took place on the 9th and 101th of May. Two
days of coaching were given by Alan Neville, chief sailing instructor
at the Ardentinny Outdoor Centre and current Scottish Wayfarer Champion.
Ten club boats took part in the week-end progranane, whidh included
starting techniques, boat handling, tacking and gybing, mark rounding,
boat tuning, sail control and spinnaker drill.

On Saturday, after a short introductory talk, Alan set up a small
Olympic course and ran several quick races to illustrate starting
techniques and tactics. The brisk, wind and tighy manoeuvring really
got the adrenalin flowing, and the short legs showed the imnortancee
of tactics in mark rounding. In the afternoon, with harder winds,
Neville resorted to individual boat tuning afloat - a few basic
problems were identified and resulted in much-drilling and screwing
in the following weeks! In the evening we were treated to a demon-
stration of sail and rig control on Alan's own Wayfarer "Surf Scoter'.,
It was amazing to see the rig changing shape dramatically before
one s very eyes at the tweak of a few strings!

Sunday morning was occupied with tacking and gybing exercises
under the criticle eye and clear instruction of the coach from the
Fast Rescue Boat. Finally, the normal Island race in the afternoon
allowed everyone to put into practice the lessons learned.

All in all, the event was well worth while. Competition has
become much sharper, among the Wayfarers, and a previous feeling of
stagnation has disappeared from the fast dinghy fleet. This type
of event should be considered by other fleets as a means of improving
the level of participation and encouraging the less ddept.

Thanks are due to Alan Neville for his expert advice and assistnace.

BILL PATERSON W315
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"Didn't we have a Iuv'erly time
The day we went to Aid'burgh"

(trad. - with a swing)

"What" said Craeme, "Cruising!! Load of rot, come and Join In
our 'round the island race, It won't take lonc , and it's a lovely
day. You won't even have to pay as you're not allowed to win".

Well, I knew they were 8 friendly bunch, so here we go. I was
taking my cousing for a ride in a 'proper boat' he being used to
Skipper's and things, and It was a super day - sun shining, sea
breeze and Adnam's! "which way do we go?" "What time is the
start?" "Have you aot a watch on Neville?" "Ah well, we'll Just follow
everyone else".

A great beat down with the tide. "How far did he say?" Woops,
that Graeme Hinton slipped inside when we weren't looking and waved
goodbye round the back of the island. Still about two hours of
ebb, and the breeaz is dropping; good Job we have the kedge. Think
they know about tide cheatinco herb?, they should try sailing at
Upper Thames! OH DEAR, we've run out of water! Get the kite
down quick or those S.O.B.'s will be past us. Off again. "Are
we round the island yet?" I must get (knot) a drum (knot] for
the anchor line (knot). Looks a bit dark over there to the west -
could be wet - but It should bring some wind. Have we got any
Nay Lights? (1600 hours). Might not be too bad as it seems to be
going North! Oh SM... the wind's vee~red! - look at that! the
inshore sea breeze front has torn the bottom out of the storm cloud,
all that's left are tendrills of black cloud rising to about 500oft.
Could be we're In for some trouble!!! "Orford Sailing Club's Just
up here - we'll take out main down and go ashore. "

So down it came and we landed about 100m upstream of the clubhouse
in soft mud. "Now this Is how to take the genoa down'L - - BANG--
the storm hit us had we were sailing again - UP THE MUD AT 10°! !
The wind backed about 900 and in (onto the mud) we went.

"Well, this sure is fun" said Neville, looking like the black bit from
the Black and White Minstrel show, "what do we do not?" "lEver
played 'hermit crabs' ?" I said, and we hid in the boat with the
mainsail wrapped around us till the worst of the storm had passed.
It was oniy about 10 minutes, but it seemed a lot longer, a bit noisy
too, with those ii" hallstones beating againstthe boat. "Right.
this is ivhat we do, (chatter chatter) stand the boat up (chatter
chatter) go back to Orford (chatter chatter) and get warm" "That
mast did'ni look like that when we came ashore, I've heard of pre-
bend, but that's a bit much with the tip over the bow", somehow
the windex isn't even bent!

There were rescue boats coming and going "How many in your fleet?"
"is anyone missing?" We only came out for a 'jolly', remember.
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The 0.0.D. at Orford said they recorded Force 10 for 4 minutes.
"Where are Graeme and Ben?" I saw Graeme and Sara capsitb but
somehow Ben managed to take down his main and keep sailing -
he certainly deserved to win! We had a great tow home - my cigarettes
were still dry, but I had trouble with the lighter till we were almost
home - j~ist as we passed Graham. HA! his cigarettes disintegrated!!
Willing hands at Aldeburgh to heave us out - a shower - a phone
call - Adnam's again. What a day.

When I asked Neville how he enjoyed himself he said It was an experience
he would not have missed for anything - I think he will get a few
pints as a raconteur - he mloht even buy a Wayfarer.

in the bar we heard of one intrepid sailor, who, seeing others taking
sails down said "Good, I'Il be able to pass them now! I" lHe dld'nt
expect to Fl past•them.

We heard how the A.Y.C. Anemometer stuck in its stops recording
Force 12 and how Interesting It was to watch the barometer pointer
go round the scale in ten seconds.

It just goes to show - if you sail a Wayfarer In August you have
to be prepared - FOR ANYTHING!

MARTIN COLLEN
W. 88
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Marvellous MIKE McNAMARA maes Wayfarer
Race Training Week the experience of a Lifetime!

June 29 to July 3, 1987: a wayfarer week to remember! In an attempt
to upgrade Canadian Wayfarers' racing skills, the CWA invited Mike
MeNamara, 1986 U.K. Wayfarer champion and respected sailmaker, to
run .a Race Training Week out of Toronto Sailing and Canoe Club. We
chose Mike since he is obviously a fine Wayfarer sailor and sailmaker
and known to be a 'nice guy". We expected a good week, What we
got was a superb experience from a man who is all of the above
PLUS a marvellous teacher.

We had expected twelve of our top racing boats to attend. Instead,
we got nine boats representing every concel-able level of expertise.
As a teacher, I shuddered to think of the problems this would be sure
to cause. Mike, however, remained unfazed by ant problems, and
proceeded to run a week that not only had something for everybody
but lots of things for everybody.

The general consensus was that in one week we soaked up at least
as much as we would in a year or two of active racing. For my
money, Mike is the perfect teacher: superb communicator at every
level, humourous, enough review to make it sink in but not boring,
constructive criticism without ego damage and a keen interest in all
his pupils, most certainly did not find it!

As if all this were not enough, Mike was the kind of guest you'd
be happy to have for a week (or longer) Just for the sake of his
company.

I think that in promoting this event I occasionally used the
phrase: an opportunity of a lifetime! I felt a bit guilty
about laying it on a bit thick at the time, but in retrospect
I think it turned out to be absolutely true.

All of us who were there thank you, Mike!

Al Schflnborn, Don Gallagher; Sue and Dave Slocum, Keith Kennedy, Tom,
Tanya and Tommy Wharton, Bill, Barb and Lois Stanbridge, John and
Steve Pearson, Clark Connolly, Barry and Jenny Hitchcock, Bob Taggart,
Mike Codd, Patti Douglas, Carole Miles and Roger Redwin.

P.S. Special thanks to George Blanchard who did most of the spade
work and ran the ftC; to Doug Netherton on video (borrowed from
Windsor's Dave Connor) and to our sponsers: the Ontario Sailing
Association and Bacardi rum. There were sundry-other kind souls who
donated their time and effort, not the least of which was the Read
Instructor of the TSCC Junior Programme who is using many of the
training ideas brought over by Mike with his juniors.

P.P.S. As far as I am aware, there is already a marked ripple
effect as the participants are enthsuastically passing on their new-
found knowledge to other Wayfarers with a resulting noticeable
increase in racing enthusiasm among our Wayfarers generally.
Thanks again, Mike!
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UNCLE AL'"s notes on Mike McNamara 's Race Training

The following are my personal file of what I picked up from 111ike
at our Race Training Week. These are not exact quotes but rather
my interpretation of what was said - I hope I've interpreted Mike
correctly.

My notes are organized into the following general areas:

1. the sails: main, Jib, spinnaker
2. boat handling and trim
3. rigging
4. tactics and strategy
5. miscellaneous

1. THE SAILS: MAINSAIL

CONTROL FUNCTION & EFFECT

sheet controls angle of boom to centreline
yang controls leech tension
outhaul controls foot tension: increased tension

loosens lower leech and opens the slot be-
tween main and jib (which is good in very
light or heavy air) - for medium air, keep
the foot as full as you dare (outhaul loose)
since this tightens your leech and allows
you to sail with a straighter mast as the
need to yang for leech tension is redusced.

cunningham controls luff tension: increased tension
loosens leech but too much creates folds near
mast which is BAD - DO NOT overuse, even
some wrinkles left in the luff are fine!!!
NEVER use on the run where it may give the
effect pf a hooked leech as the airflow
sometimes reverses (from leech to luff) on a
run.

traveller not necessary: remove and use bridle

GENERAL: sail should be even curve from luff to leech with the last
6' of the top batten parallel to the last 2' of the boom
- aviod full main on the run as fullness traps a lot of dead air In the
sail and impedes flow which brings speed?
- leech too loose: indicated by upper main luffing before lower (entire
luff should break at same time in a well set up main as with jib!)
- this hurts pointing!!!
remedy: more yang, stiffen mast in blow( I) by lengthening spreaders
and/or angling them more forward, mast chocks at deck level in
front of mast
- leech too tight may be indicated by folds parallel to leech in
front of upper batten(s)

j IB

CONTROL FUNCTION & EFFECT

halyard controls luff AND rig tension:
too loose = hooked leech (if lee shroud is
ever slack, things are too loose)
totgt= entry of luff too flat = trim too
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critical (much of the sail is then affected
by the slightest mistakes in trim)

sheet lead controls leech and foot tensions: should be
located fore/aft--such that, upwind, the entire
luff breaks simultaneously (a good starting
point is to place it such that an extension
of the sheeting angle would aim 10

° 
high of

bisecting the clew angle)
too far forward OR aft -f partially booked luff
= poor pointing (check this regularly!)
in?out???? here the lead position is less cr1-
tical - Mike reconmends halfway between contre-
line and gunwhale - more inboard allows easier
slot adjustment and eased jib leech

sheet controls jib angle to centreline PLUS leech and

foot tension
SHEET TENSION IS CRITICAL UPWIND where 1"

. 
of

sheeting in or out = 5" of upper leech move-
ment! !! ! (mark sheets in good closehauled
locations for future easy reference!)

GENERAL: tickets (= wind tufts, etc) : Mike reconmends 4" maximum and
made of wool as thinner stuff is too excitable - crew should sheet jib
in upwind to make upper tickers indicate luff at same time as lowers
-since the wind is deflected UP over the bow on the windward side,

correct trim is when the lee ticker flows straight aft BUT the wind-
ward one angles up (close to 45°! )
-SLOTt should be even width between jib leech and main luff all the way
(otherwise it has to be wrong somewhere!) have crew check this from

leeward side aft - right width? must constrict airflow somewhat to be
effective: amount of backward in lower main is indicator: none r slot
too wide; much = slot too narrow; a touch of backwind f Just right.

SPINNAKER

CONTROL FUNCTION & EFFECT

halyard hoist & lower: should bring spi head very near
mast (not 6-8" off as many suggest)

pole controls position of spi tack (fore/aft + up/
down)
luff tension: pole too high = too loose (spi
luffs first near top) - pole too low = luff
too tight. (luffs too soon at bottom) correct
height reflected in spi which luffs first in
middle!! fore/aft position? as far aft as
possible without distorting the intended
synnetrical shape of the sail
pole should be fixable up/down to have it fixed
in the correct position (about one inch of
slack needed to allow pole removal!) - to
help crew, mark position of pole eye on side of
mast

sheets control foot and leech tension: sail is designed
to be symnetrical and should be trimmed as a
unit (swivel it around by holding both sheets,
trinning only one sheet has much less effect
and distorts the intended shape) - foot should
be well off jib luff - in heavy air, spi guy
may have to remain cleated and only the sheet
played - pole should be as far aft as possible



for maximum forward force component BUT not
so far around as to
1. have a force component to windward
2. distort synnetrical shape

GENERAL: the order of importance of the three sails is parallel to
their size, i.e. main - spi - jib: therefore, keep the main trimmed
properly as the #1 priority even under spi (except if overpowered!)
- GYBES: reach to reach (crucial to stay high on wind).
1. crew swings whole spi around to new lee side as boom comes over and
cleats new windward sheet (guy) to its previously marked reaching position
but lets spi fly like a flag to leeward 2. trims jib to new course
3. adds pole 4. trims sheet (push pole forward rather than sideways
when attaching pole to mast
- SHIEET MARKINGS: mark both cleating positions of both sheets for close
starboard and port tack reaches (pole set just off forestay)
WINDWARD HOIST: the "chucker': pre-cleat guy to reach, bunch spi loosely
and chuck forward over bow while skip hoists .
- sheet jib in to close-hauled just before leeward hoist to make it.
easier to pull the tack out to the pole end
- DOUSE: 1. stow pole (if time allows) 2. pull spi down to windward
by the luff, then into the boat
- to reduce potential tangles in spi halyard while spi is up, tie off
end

BOAT HANDLING & TRIM

- ROLL TACKING, GYBING: works because boat presents flat bottom and a
shorter effective waterline
- SAIL FLAT: golden rule, ideal is to aim to have the flag above the
crew's head - flat especially vital to increase effect of a lee bow
on opponents or to minimize lee bow effect on you.
.- PUMP to promote surfing in waves off the wind

- surf wave at angles to accept new energy from different parts of the
Swave

- as wind and/or chop gets up, skipper and crew move aft until crew
is against forward edge of thwart and skipper is just aft of thwart
- sit close togetherfore/aft in waves- sit aft of transom as possible
(makes water believe W is a longer boat!)
-CHIOP: little yang, relatively loose leech - don't pinch!
MOVE (right direction a merely a bonus!) - DON'T let boat stop as it is
very hard to get going again - in an overpowering gust, bear away
and ease main a lot rather than luffing up (keeps'.npespeed)
- FLAT WATER: gusts: stay flat through combination of feathering up,
easing maim and hiking
- DEATH ROLL PREVENTION: 1. sit still 2. don't alter course to try to
correct rolling 3. tighten yang 4. main in 5. CB down 6. throttle
and centre spi (NOT all of these can be done at once, obviously!)
- PRE-RACE WARM-UP: practise tacks, gybes, roundings - check current,
windshifts, etc.
- RE-STARTING A STOPPED BOAT (e.g. sitting on starting line) hike
if necessary) as you sheet in jib before main to promote bearing

away
- STEERING: rudder stalls at more than 45 ° to centreline (keep tiller
inside gunwhales)
- RUN: ease vang to let upper main free off to true run - sheet out
slowly going onto light air run (pushing boom out too fast can push
you backwards!!!)
- LIGHT AIR GYBES: CB full down for better pivot (during gybe only)
- EASE yANG: before bearing away or gybing
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STANDARD RIGGING

- MAST: should be fixed sideways in a track at foot and at deck level
(chocks) to prevent unwanted twist and bend - chock forward at deck
level to resist bend - should have minimum bend 6n free legs
- SPREADERS: Mike recoinends spreader length of 1' 81" (tip to where
it would meet the mst) and 3' 2 1/4" from shroud hole tp shroud hole
(need some forward deflection for this)
- LEE SHROUD: should never be slack (Mike's rig tension varies from
300 to 450 Lbs.) (more wind, more tension)

RUNNING RIGGING

- BRIDLE should replace traveller (=rope tied at transom corners with
bowline in middle to hold mainsheet block) (should be short enough to
keep mainsheet blocks slightly separated even when main is vanged in
to extremes)
-.STERN SHEETING (= omitting mid-boom & CB box. block, sheet comes to
hand parallel to tiller) Mike says this works beautifully in under
10 knots
- VANG & CUNNINGHAM tend to go on/off at same time and should cleat
next to each other

TACTICS A STRATEGY

-WIND BEND: locate by sailing five minutes up each side of beat
(Mike does this with a partner in big events)
- OFFSHORE BREEZE: angled to shore, wind likes to leave land at
right angles (except the appropriate shift near shore) - check wind
direction near shore (a few tacks), repeat I mile out, I nile out,
etc.
- CURRENT: check on way out and on course vs. fixed items such as
marks (during the Race Training Week we found extensive current off
TS&CC in Lake Ontario!!)
- WIND AGAINST CURRENT = extra chop, darker waters (go for these
areas upwind)
-LESS WIND: expect this in crowded situations where wind Just goes
over the top of boat group for less resistance (e.g. at start,
crowded mark roundings) - prepare by easing controls - don't tack
right after rounding onto beat from free leg (disturbed air and
water from boats still on free leg)
- DON'T CROSS if you are coming from a side that has gained tack to
leeward and ahead and go back into the area where you Rained ahead
of your competitor (except in oscillating shifts!!! says Uncle Al)
- PICKING THE BETTER GYBE FOR A "DEAD"* RUN: if you arrive at the
windward mark in a starboard "header", stay on the starboard gybe;
if you arrive in the starboard tack lift, gybe to port generally
the favoured side of the beat = favoured side on the run (BUT try
to arrive inside of competitiors at the leeward mark!)
- GO HIGH near end of windy reach to run down for procedures where
your hiking powers are reduced (spi douse, CB down, etc.)



MISCELLANEOUS

- LEARN from each race!!!

- RUDDER, GB: at front of waterline, 2" x 2" V-shaped leading edge
(I've forgotten why this is supposed to help)-

- BOLT rudder through aft cheeks above blade to strengthen

- TILLER EXTENSION: longest feasible, tape for better grip

THE ABOVE IS NOT ONLY

Uncle Al's recollection and interpretation of what Mike said, but
also a small fraction of what he taught people. I could only get
down so much in note form so I left out anything that was pretty
obvious to me and only included stuff which I. had been in danger
of forgetting or which was (marvellous) news to me ! I Again -
many, many thanks, Mike!!!

DINGHY SPECIALISTS
WORKING IN GRP AND TIMBER

ON SITE OR IN OUR WORKSHOPS
From a scratch to a rebuild call the
experts for fast professional repairs
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Windsor-Life
Assurance Company Lidi

We are pleased to announce
the Sponsorship of the

forthcoming
Travellers Trophy Series

and
Wish you Happy Sailing

Windsor Life Assurance Co. Ltd.
Royal Albert House, Windsor, Berkshire SL4 iBE

Telephone: Windsor 68144.
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WINDSOR LIFE ASSURANCE
Wayfarer Race Training Weekend

April 70th, 77th & 72th

Over seventy people enjoyed the first National Race. Training

weekend held at Grafham Water.

The event was hosted by the Grafham Water Residential Centre

and the Wayfarer instructors were Mike McNarmara, Ian Porter

and Philipp Warner.

The Saturday "on the water" practise was abandoned due to

strong winds and the whole group was entertained by Mike who

held us all spollbound as he told us all about how to sail

and tune a Wayfarer. Even though he lectured nearly all day

he never lacked in enthusiasm and he would have continued

had we let him!

On Sunday the wind ahoted and the participants enjoyed various
courses which practised starting, sailing at close quarters,

mark rounding, spinnaker work, etc.

A vote of thanks must go to Grafham Water Residential Centre
for hosting the event and taking special care of the Wayfarers,

and of course, again, to Windsor Life and Terry Clarke (W8333)

for supporting yet another Wayfarer event.

A thoroughly enjoyable and worthwhile course, and after its

success it is proposed to make it an annual event.

Philipp Warner.

NOTE: Next years Race Training Weekend will be held' from Friday
5th April - Sunday 17th April; with Mike Meflanara and Ian Porter

hosting the event with Phil Warner, the organiser.
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HOVE TO
By the time you read this the season will have already ended for

some, will be jest around the corner for'others and will be plain
ignored by a few. I have just returned from taking a group out to"
the Scillies, it is some years since I had been there and I had
forgotten Just what a fabulous cruising ground it is all revolving
around its hub at St Marys or Hughtown, It was a great feeling to
anchor and watch the anchor sink down through clear water and bite
into the sand just off an uninhabited island and the following
morning to wake up high and dry to find that you and the boat were

now part of the island.'

An organisation called The Green Diamond Club/Project B have been,,

in contact with me this summer concerning a project- next summer - a
sensible circumnavigations of Britain. They have asked for the

following to be included.
The Green Diamond Club which participants in a wide, variety of

outdoor pursuits has formed a splinter group 'Project B' to attenpt
a circumnavigation of Britain by Wayfarer in 1988. This years
"training run" is from Hayling Island to South Wales by mid-october
and so far they have reached Falmouth in 22 days. They are lookinc
for a few others with their own teams to try a spell in the British
Channel this year and/or join in for a few days/weeks next year.

Details from Peter Hammond 01-866-3322.

This years 24 hour Event was an interesting onel I found It
particularly frustrating at one point just after the start. We
left Calshot under full sail and spinni at a good speed only to find
the wind drop to a flat calm after 10 minutes. The cain lasted 1I
hours. We had allowed 3 hours to the Needles in the light of the
forecast so timing was becoming a little tight! When the wind did
come back it was a gushy 5/6 right on the nose - not ideal but
better than a flat calm. It seemed to take an eternity to get from the
Hurst Narrows around the Needles. At one stage the tide was Just
about consuming all that was gained on each beat. I swear at one
stage we passed the same pot marker 4 times. Once we were around the
Needles though it was steady planning and surfing gobbling up a

steady 8/9 miles each hour.
Contrary to the wilterings of one Wayfarer Commnittee member none of

us were plundered, pillaged or raped by the Round the Island race
fleet, in fact I don't think any of us saw any of the "other" fleet
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once we were on the water.

The previous two years have seen a lack of wind, this year it was'not

a problem in fact the majority of the time we were reefed. I was
sea-sick at one stage and discovered that lemon yogurt tastes the same
either direction. It reminded me of the time in a Wayfarer some years
ago when I offered a green faced crew some food, he replied,
".....throw it straight over the side and cut out the middleman.'

We made it to Newhaven bu the eventual winner was Simon Fraser of

London crewed by his young son Charles who did 113 nautical miles.

He did It by learning last not going around the Isle of Wight which
gave him the wind on his back all the time - congratulations to them

both.
One of the biggest problems with the 24 hour event is that you in-

variably end up miles away from your car and trailer. As an alter-

native to this I anm considering running a round the Isle of Wight time
trial next year which would give you a 60 mile day sail hut deliver

you back to your car and trailer. If the idea appeals to you let me

know and we'll see if we can firm something up.

PAT DOLLARD "TRISKELL 1461
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THE SUFFOLK RALL Y
Fair Winds and Fair Weather.

First of all I would like to thank Liz and Johnny Feibusch for
organizing the rally, which turned out to be exhilarating, sometimes

funny and very enjoyable.

This is a chronicle of out mistakes and mishapes, from which we learned

a great deal, on this our first rally.

W;e were greeted by Liz and Johnny at the Ship Inn, Levington and intro-
duced to the other crews, Chris and Lesley Stafford volunteered

their children, Michael and David to write the log, and we congratulated

ourselves on not being chosen. .-.

On Saturday morning the forecast was good S.W. 3-4 becoming dry later.
Two more crews from Abbotsmere Sailing Club joined us in the rain at
Suffolk Yacht Harbour. We made an impressive start, I hauled up the

Genoa, thinking Chris had shackled it on, the next moment it was

horizontal from the hounds over the pulpit of a nearby cruiser.

This I feel sure, must have caused great amusement to our companions.

Nine Wayfarers and Liz and Johnny in their launch left S.Y.H around
II am to sail close-hauled upstream to Freston Reach, (just below the

Orwell Bridge) making good time to anchor for lunch at 12.05 pm.

Regretably, during lunch Chris and LesleV Stafford found that their

boat had cracked kingpost, and had to retire from the rally. This
left us the task of writing this log (we hadn't escaped after all).

Our next problem arrived after lunch as we prepared to weigh anchor,

the main sheet Jammed before the anchor broke out and we took off at

a great rate, tacking and gybing in a tight circle at the end of our

warp.

At this point we all said goodbye to the two crews who had joined us

from Abbotsmere who decided to continue upstream under the hridge,

and return later as they were only with us for the morning. This

left six Wayfarers plus launch to sail back down towards Harwich to

rendezvous off Shotly Point, Liz confirmed the forecast remained good

S.W. 3-4 (and dry) so we sailed out for Walton Backwater as previously



planned.

As we beat out of Harwich Harbour the sea became bumpy (at this stage

we gained a few bruises in unmentionable places). We made for Pye

End buoy and it was a comfort to see Greta in Sea Urchin bringing up

the roar. At the bouy we turned for Walton Channel and as we approached

the No. 2 buoy the wind began to die. We arrived at the anchorage

behind Stone Point at 6.30 p.m. way behind the rest, ample tine for.

them to erect their boat-tents.

It was a super evening and many boats had anchored for the night

including a large Thames barge. As we chatted we learned that Liz
had been approached by a plain unmarked launch near Harwich'as a

possible Drugs Smuggler, this caused much amusement.

We had only taken one anchor, and on awaking around 2.00 am to

lapping water, we were surprised to find our Wayfarers had joined

us and was high and dry close to our tent.

Sunday dawned to a clear blue sky, a perfect morning for sailing,

with a forecast of S.E. 3-4 increasing later. As we ate breakfast

we watched a continuous convoy of craft heading out for open water.

We met around 10.00 am to discuss the days plans. It was decided

that we would sail at about 11.00 am, by then all the boats (apart

from one!) would be close to if not in the water. We all agreed

that if we reached Harwich Harbour before 1.00 pm (e would continue

up the Stour to Copperas Bay. As the meeting cane to a close Liz

appeared yet again, with her camera, for a family photo, Chris

wishing we had renimbered a comb.

As 11.00 an approached we were helped to heave our boat onto roller

bags and ease her down the slope to launch. Once clear of Stone

Point we had a superb sail on a broad reach out to Pye End buoy,

then run back into Harwich turning west to sail up the Stour in

gusty conditions to Copperas Hay for lunch.

Several boats reefed to the first batten and we made our way back

down the Stour, rounding Shotly Point and into the Orwell to sail

up to S.Y.H arriving at about 4.00 pm covering a distance of some

31 miles in two days.
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We would like to thank Liz, Johnny and the following people for

their warm friendship and help.

Chris and Lesley Stafford and Children 113181

Greta Plowman, daughter Polly and friend Peter 111981

Dave and Jacky PMcGuinness W1345

Philip Feibusch and Melanie Brown W13G5

Chris Burton w225

Roy and Emma Philips W4264

Moira Kierns and crew

Barbara Harrison and crew WI 166

Looking forward to our next cruise.

Jim and Chris Trott W4062.
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ROUND MULL
in the footsteps of early explorers

In the annals of the Clyde Canoe Club are accounts of cruises in
sailing canoes undertaken as early as the 1870's up the West Coast
of Scotland from the Clyde, as far north as Skye and west ot the
Outer Hebrides.

The feats of these intrepid explorers are quite remarkable, bearingin mind that canoeing was then in its infancy and boats were often
designed and built only to the owner's specification with minimal
sea trials other than past experience. Yet they seemed to thinknothing of crossing the Minch or skirting the Gulf of Corryvrechan
in these 16 ft boats fully laden-with gear and under 12 square
feet of canvas.

Encouraged by the accounts of such exploits, we decided to attempt
a Wayfarer circumnavigation of Mull which had long attracted us as
one of the most interesting and impressive islands on the west coast.In view of the exposed nature of the south and west coasts of the
island and the potentially harsh climate it was decided to pull
the boats ashore to camp each night rather than anchoring out and
also to cruise as a pair, so that another boat was available in
case of emergency or capsize. This meant finding beaches suitable
for pulling up fully laden Wayfarers and for safe launchino andretrieval. Although some of the beaches were steep and rocky it
was found easy to handle the boats ashore without damage,
particularly with four adults and using heavy duty plastic pipe as
rollers.

The cruise was completed successfully in twelve days confirming thebeauty and fascination of the island and the suitability of the
Wayfarer for coastal cruising. The south coast is steep and rocky
over much of its length with broad sandy bays between massive
headlands. Its exposure to the south west would make it a treach-
erous coast in the prevailing south-west winds but we were fortunatein having notherles for the first few days. The south west corner
around Erraid is an enchanting succession of sandy beaches enclosed
by rocky outcrops and a sea of tiny islands. The azure sky and
turquoise sea over silver sands once seen is never to be forgotten.

Three days were spent exploring Iona and Staffa; Iona, the centreof St. Columba's christian church and burial place of the KCinrs
of Scotland and the Lords of the Isles. Staffa with its r'agnificant
cliffs of columnar basalt, Fingal's Cave and many sea birds. One
day was spent storm-bound on lovely Ulva Island before making a dashround the rocky north west coast to Tobermory - the longest
continuous trip of 29 miles in 6j hours. Loch Sunart was visited ina fine mist of rain which enhanced the sylvan beauties of the island
and epitomised the essential romance of the West Highlands.

The Sound of Mull was negotiated in one day in brilliant sunshine
but winds increasing to storm force so that we were fairly
screaming along under mainsails only and that reefed to the second
batten. Finally a day was spent exploring Lismore before re-
turning to the Sound of Kerrera via Oban.

The boats, W7432 "Petra" and W315 "Zwalke' were rigged normally
for club racing with reef ing by boom rolling on Petra and slab
reefing on Zwalke. Although Zwalke carried a working jib in
addition to Genoa, it was only needed once. Inflatable boat rollers
were carried, but thick-walled 75 -m PVC water pipes (dubbed
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'Dawson rollers" after their originator) were used almost exclusively
after initial trials. These proved almost indestructable even on
bouldery shores and were easier to handle and store.

All in all this was a marvellous trip and we are looking for ideas
for next year.

Bill and Coby Paterson W 315

Peter and Sarah McKay V 7432.

Clyde Canoe Club.

NOTE± A Wayfarer log of this cruise is being prepared and should

be available later in the year.
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BRICKET WOOD SAILING CLUB

Bricket Wood Sailing Group is a small, uniformed group of mainly
Wayfarer owners, but everyone is welcome, who meet during the winter
months. The nmeetings are held at St Luke's Church Halls, Bricket
Wood, which is conveniently situated at junction 6 Ml, or junction
21a M25 (A405 turn-off). We usually meet several times in the winter
with a varied programme. Last winter we had the Jubilee Sailing
Trust, cruising in Wayfarers, and racing sailing in Wayfarers. This
winters programme has yet to be finished, but further details can be
obtained from me Maggie Smith on (0923) 6778.14. We meet on a Saturday
evening from 7.30 pin - 10.30 pm cost £1.50 which includes a buffet
supper and a glass of wine. There is no membership as such, and
any profits (which is rare) go to whichever sailing charity we have
adopted for the winter (last winter, the Jubilee Sailing Trust,
suggested Britain Olympic Yachting, and the RHET to name a few). We
have been going for several years now and those who come look
forward to renewing old friendships and talking about the summer

activities, and future plans.

I do hope you will find this of interest to the members (of which

I an an associate member).

Thanking you

•MRS MAGGIE SMITH (ORGANISE. BWSG)

Our logo is this,



Sponsors of the 1987 Inland Nationals wish all UKWA
members successful sailing.

In, collaboration with a major Insurance Company, Priory dames
Ltd have organised a preferential Personal Accident Cover ffor
IJKWA members.

Most people at some time in their lives organise Life Assurance
cover for themselves and their families. These covers, whilst
essential in themselves, do not provide for disability caused by
accidents. Figures show that each year over 100,000 people
are killed or seriously injured by accidents at-home. The real
problem arises when such accidents result in the victim beino
maimed or crippled permanently. Resultino loss of earnings
and medical expense, which may last the rest of their lives, means
that such people undergo a drastic change in lifestyle.

The cover available to UKWA members will provide a lump sum payable
in such circumstances, and has been secured at premiums which
are much lower than commonly available, due to the number of
Members involved. An additional benefit is that the sum paid is
doubled shoulld the accident occur whilst sailing. Cover is available
for Members, their wives and children, by quarterly or annual
Direct Debit, and brochures will be forwarded to members durino the
next few months.

Anyone requiring further information on this scheme should contact
Priory James at the address listed below:

priory James Ltd.,

Boltro House,
Boltro Road,
Haywards Heath,
Surrey, RH16 IDE

Tel: 0444 450531
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RADIO DIP.EaION FIN DER

OCAT (emergency radio) B(]KINC FORM

The Association has available for Loan to mebers a Seaf 1x 2000 ROF set and
a Locat LTur5 eiergency location beacon (see page 23 of Sun r 85S
Nlo 3± Magzine).

Both of these iteos .rc fairly difficult to hire normally. A loan fee of ES
per booking covers th, postae, ins'uance etc.

ROF/WOCAT B KIt FORM

DATE REUIREgD BY

OATS OF RTR

I enclose a chequ. for £5 cads 'pyable to Pat Dollard.

S10(5D SAIL lOWR

POODRESS

SENlD 'TO: P.Dollard, 62 Raynlton Rd.. Enfield, Middlesex, 5)13 6BS
Tel ea& Valley 763504

...............................................................................

LOG LIBRAy
5 

YEAR BOO.

In th, recent Year Book, Log No 59 should reed a. follows,

"Poole-O~ichelter-Pool.: John catlin * Paul keesley"
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AA RELA Y FROM WESTER ROSS - 7985

Our 1985 family cruise in the Inner Sound from Sheildaig was a hit of

a disaster. We discovered that four people and a dog are a hit much,

even with careful planning. The mid~es that year were ouite terrible,

and we came home a day earlier than we had nianned. There were, however,

compensations. We saw a pair of Arctic Skuas turning and wheeling over

the sea on our second day. My elder son, then aged i5, won my admira-

tion and respect as he motor-sailed our boat with the outboard going

into the wind and rain for our last eight or nine miles to the village.

When we arrived we discovered that the gearbox of the Landrover was

completely seized up. We were over 600 miles from home and had to make

the journey in 10 days time. A local garage managed? to fix it so that

we could at least drive, but the third gfeai was a bit suspect and we

had no overdrive. WVe were accepted by AA Relay and arrangements werre

made for them to pick us up on the appropriate morning at 9 a.n. The

host route home from Westor Ross is to go East to Iverness and then

down the A9 through the Highlands. That was how they said they would

take us.

Oulr first problemwas getting them there. We were ready with boat and

Landrover packed at 9.00 and 1 decided not to panic before 11.00. At,

10.45 we had a phone call to tell us that because of a breakdown

another Relay vehicle would he sent to us from Fort Wlliam, and we

would go south by the Western route. It arrived after lunch.

OUr second problem was with the boat. The Landrover went on the Polny

vehicle without any problems, and the boat trailer could be towed.

The problem was with the mast. The section which normally protrudes

over the Landrover roof was now too low. We solved this problem by

reversing the mast, padding the stern deckinp with the boat cover,

and having several feet of overhang behind with a red handkerchief tied

to it. The arrangement seemed to work.

Our third problem was the Relay vehicle. It over-heated after a mile

and we stopped several times in the first twenty-five miles. Another

Relay vehicle was sent to us from Fort William and after several more

stops the drivers decided to transfer us to that. We got to Fort

William around 9.00 in the evening with only one stage of our journey

done.
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What happened next was a nightmare. A local garage was contracted to

take us to Glasgow, the next stage of the relay. The vehicle was cold

unlit and smelly. There was no room for all of us to go in the

passenger cab so my elder son travelled through the night with the

driver.. The door of our compartment fitted so badly that I had to

stick my foot in the gap to dampen the continual hangingf. It was after
11.00 when we left Fort William and around 4 a.m. when we came Into

Glasgow. The driver didn't even know where the Pelay denot was -

thinking that he would find a passer-by from whom to ask directions.

Getting out of wrong turnings with a trailer on the back of our

primitive pantechnicon was no easy matter.

1 blew my top in Glasgow, and as a result the' jest of the journey went

to plan. Four drivers took us en the remaining relay stages and
de~livered us hone in Harlow at about 4.30. Our food and drink began to

r;un out at lunch time, and that was about the time that our boys,

aged 9 and 15 began to show signs of stress. Considering that we had

been ready since 9 a.m. the previous day, we think they did very well.

The ensuring correspondence with the AA was not particularly satisfactory.

i goet an apology, but no real reassurance that the same sort of thing

would not happen again. Availablity of Pelay vehicles in the High-

lands seemed to he limited and they cannot tow you out by tLandrover

if you are yourself already towing.

The Relay system has its merits, hut if you have several stares to
covet, the chance of one of them going wrong and disrupting the
whole of the long journey, Is greater. Our first two stages were

disastrous, If we had not been delayed on the first stage, we perhaps

would have had a satisfactory second stage. Other agencies 1'se

contract vehicles, bitt they usually do the whole journey.

You have to prepare your provisions, especilly if you have children,

and think about how the tow will work. You also need to push the AA
to tell you how they are going to get you home. If you are not happy

,vith the arrangements an objection may mean delay which would he

taxing on the family or involve staying overnight. if you are too

objectionable the AA can refuse to take you except on their terms.

we considered changing to the RAC but decided not to do so. I know
the AA systems now. I think I would be more able to influence the

*course of events once the process has got going because of our hard-
earned experience. Any system is fallible and even the AA can



hate two of its four avalable Relay vehicles with mechanical failure.

I was, however, promised twice that AA Relay would get in touch
with Pat Doilard to discuss how a member's towing vehicle and
Wayfarer could be taken by their standard Relay vehicle. Since his
parents-in-law 1live cheek by jowl with the AA trdining centre I
would have thought it would be easy - but nothing has come of it.
(If any AA management own Wayfarers and read this, please move!)
My promise was that if they did not help in, this way', my artcle

would hide nothing. - Here it is!!

CHRIS flURTON W225
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WOODEN BOA T SHOW
Greenwich June '87

Many of us have had wooden Wayfarers. The trend into G.' .P has

now been balanced out by a movement back into wood. If you are lucky

enough to possess (or be possessed!) by an old or modern wooden

Wayfarer don't miss the second Wooden Boat Show at Greenwich Maritime.

Museum June '88.

Frank and I spent a very happy time sleeping aboard Wanderer No. 1

48 in the Royal Park. When I knew she was to be part of the exhibition,

I wrote to the museum saying we'd like to make her a living exhibition.

The museum staff are quite wonderful: they love old boats and under-

stand the need to communicate with them. The Park keeper was' less

understanding, hut in the end he waS agreeable to us sleepngn in the

park (and picking his roses to decorate Wanderer!). We used Andy and

Hannah's superb tent, the fodder Proder, a lantern from America,
hospitality - oat cakes made from Don Davies' recent present from

Canada of the first pressing of maple syrup, tee-shirts from Dusal

Offshore S.C. and Jebel Ali; and a scarf from Malt of Norway.

Wanderer's shroads were dressed with flags from all the countries

"Wanderer" has visited, and her mast flew our favourite club burgess.

Froatbites (Norwich) Southwold, and Bergan Y.C. I felt that way,

Wanderer joined us alto gether - whatever our Wayfarer number.

All day long there was a crowd of people who loved to touch, dream

and gossip about by-gone days, when all the exhibits' worked afloat.

On the oither side of the park, new craftsmen, anxious to recreate tIhe

wooden boat boom, were no less enthusiast to talk to potential customers.

But the best time of all was when the park emptied, Frank and I

co oked supper, and ,slently s.at in the tent looking out at our

prestigious neighbours.. Nlext door was a late 19th century Thames Wherry;

beside her was "Wizard" and 18' Jolly float then "Blackcap", "Eddy",

"Pose", "Bonny Tyne" and "Isis" a Plymouth waterman's boat of the 19th

century. My favoiritc was at the end of the line, a quaint little

Maltese "Gash" boat. All 7' of her was gaily painted.

Our boat sang with happy memories, but as well as the eloquent

nostalgia we sat planning our next cruise. Next June, 1 hone you vlii

and enjoy the second boat show at Greenwich. We declined with enthusiasm,

to attend: we're having a years sabbatical sail in Wanderer NIo ITl 48.

we'll toast you all on Christmas flay. Hopefully we shall be sunbathing

on a hot, sunny sea, by then thousands of miles away.

Marg and Frank Dye "Wanderers".
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The importance of Correct Winter Storrage
for Dinghy Spars

By Ken Brackwell of Super Spars

When storing a dinghy mast over the winter, there are two major nroblems
to worry about electrolytic corrosion and dirt and grime in the
atmosphere. Following a few simple measures will help reduece damage to
your spars when they are being stored over the winter or if you have to

ship them to a foreign regatta.

The adonised aluminium of the mast and the stainless steel of the wire
halyards are both completely capable of looking after themselves
individually, but put them together and there is a completely different
story. Slight electrical imbalance between these two materials promotes

corrosion of the aluninlun hut not the stainless steel. 'Electolytic
corrosion is at its worst when the temperature is high: when water is

present; and when salt is present.

There is little we can do about controlling the outside temperature but
in the winter the low temperature does help to slow down the electrolytic

corrosion. If a mast is wrapped up and left in the sun it can get

surprisingly hot even in winter.

Water is essential to the process of electrolytic corrosion so dryinr
the mast as well as possible is to be encouraged. Obviously rain and the
generally damp winter atmosphere mean that water cannot he removed

completely.

Salt speeds up the process of e~ectrolysis as well as ensurinr that some

water is always available.

The second of the two problems - dirt and grime - will find its way into
the lay rope and wire far more quickly than it will come out.
Furthermore, the surface of anodised aluminium is like a microscropic

sponge and can soon become grubby and aged. It is, in fact, a good idea
to clean your spars with car polish.

Come winter, make sure that all salt is removed and besides washing all
the visible parts of the mast, have some consideration for the inside of
the tube. Flush it out from one end to the other and then carefully dry

the mast.



Ideally you should remove the halyards from the mast, no forgetting to

use them to pull through a light line so that they can easily be

replaced. If you don't want to go this far, under no circumstances leave

the halyards wrapped around the mast. This will result is widespread

surface damage and pitmarks all round the tube.

Store the mast without any wrapping, preferably in a dry place tied to a

shed or garage wall. If it has to be stored outside, keep it well off

the ground to stop dirt splashing up and to give it a chance to dry out

between rains. Don't forget to use enough ties to keep the tube

straight.

Ftnally never wrap the mast in a plastic hag and leave it in the sun.

The mini greenhouse effect inside the bag will soon play havoc with the

surface of the mast.

Those points regarding winter storage also apply if sending a mast

overseas to a foreign regatta.. Before you pack the mast to prevent

damage, make sure that it is completely salt free and dry. As its

destination unwrap it as soon as possible. It may have to get wet during

its travels and if it is allowed to warm up in the sun for a couple of

months, corrosion may develop to such an extent that there are holes

throught the mast walls.

For further information :Terence Lawton

C T L Public Relations, tel: 036 284-296
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A SUMMERS TALE

Fi Wayfarers, my name is KNOCKArIDHU, any man (or NO CANBDOO nevpr

liked it much until he found out I was names after a Whiskey

distilery.

I'm going to tell you about my"surner sailing so far. What a

sunmmer. It started with a disaster, my man took me down the river

Medway racing with three other Wayfarers on Sunday Mar 3rd, we were

caught by a force EIC.HT gust which bent my beautiful mast I was not

alone in my suffering. 'The next outing. was a potter up the Medway,

mt man missed the race, but me shrouds kept comiung away from the

spreaders, he couldn't make this out. Ij

My next outing had been planned weeks in advance,.lots of

preparation which during a weeks rest at any mants mooring (home),

mystical things happened in the front garden, a strange green

contraption was placed over my boom, I think it was a boom tent.

This was the result of a decision to try a Wayfarer cruise in Suffolk,

a first, for my man and family.

Friday afternoon 26th June we all set off for Suffolk, that., all

the Stafford family. My man, his good lady, and his two monsters,

David and Michael. Note no sea dog, thankfully they'haven't got one.

Arrived in good time and set up the green thing at Levington Mlarina.

Lots of sister Wayfarers arrived, I was almost the youngest.

They the monsters slept on board on Friday night, mind you we were

still on almost dry land UGH. On Saturday at 10.00 a.rn. we all set sail

up the river Orwell, what a lovely sail UNTIL the elder monster said

"Dad did you know that bit of wood is cracked".

Dad "Let me have a look mutter mutter it is cracked."

End of cruise. I was nursed onward to the lunch stop. While my

sisters sailed back down the Orwell and on to the sea, I had to suffer

the indignity of an engine to take us back to Levington. We waved

farewell to all my sister Wayfarers, a lovely sight. Shame I wasn't

with them.

Back home shiny new Kings Posts were made and fitted, made from

Mahogany ever older than myself. Then back to the Medway to join

my pampered racing sisters. How proud and shipshape I felt, new

King Posts and nice new sails for a race in the sun. Off we all

went down river kept up with the pack even without a spinnaker (my

man left it behind) "Doing well until------". % y mans favourite

saying. Still another indignity awaited me. After all my efforts



A SUMMERS TALE. (cONT'D).

to get thorn home, struggling against an increasing tide and falling

wind, they put me on to the mud 20 yards before the finish, and had

to he towed home, Still things must improve "PLEASE"

KNOCKADHJ.
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CRUISING LOG LIBRARY
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44 4 Scott ish" West Coes*. C.& .S ,S
T* u l Fi Ernsiae Islands- in/ Irtare. C. & B. Svrires

4 EI4ilTES I 1<1 L]3ROPHYf WI UHE8R.

* EIUiDTES LO'GS INIT- CRJIIHL PFIOTOCGRAPRS.

LOG LIBRARY APPLICATION FORM.

All Enquiries to:

Robin Cooter Esq.,*
66 Belmont Rd.,
Rugby,
Warks.

To borrow Logs, send details below to Robin Cooter.

I enclose a deposit of F_________at £2.00 per title, and

agree to return it/the, within one month of the posting date.

TITLE NUMBERS

NAME

ADDRESS

Telephone Number

BOAT NUMBER_______________________

SIGNED

DATE
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WAYFARER VIDEO LIBRARY
The Americas Cup Video
This is a professionally completed film which the U.KW.A. have purchased for use by the-
Members. It was shown at the 1984 A.G.M. and proved very popular.
Deposit required for video: £10.00
Fee for hire of video £ 5.00

Top Sailing Video
This is a copy of the Top Sailing programme which featured Frank and Margret Dye sailing
mainly in a Wayfarer, with snatches of Franks film of his North Sea crossing. Again a
professional film.
Deposit required for video: £10.00
Fee for hire of video: £ 5.00

Summer Cruise Video (and film-
The popular Summer Cruise film of Frank Dyes exploits has now been transferred to video
for the Association. This is one of the open dinghy cruising classics and well worth watching.
Deposit required for video: £10.00
Fee for hire of videoa £ 5.00

Deposit for 16mam film: £20.00 .(only available to competant projectionists)
Fee for hire of film: £ 5.00

Wayfarer Eastern Championships, 1982
Featuring the racing from Aldeburgh Y.C. and the social side.
Deposit required foT video: £10.00
Fee for hire of video: £ 5.00

VIDEO BOOKING FORM
All enquiries should be addressed to Robin Cooter, 66 Belmont Road, Rugby, Warks.

To borrow videos, please send your deposit and details as requested below:

I enclose a cheque for the sum of £ .................... as deposit for the hire of the

following Video/Film:.........................................

I require the Video to be the following format: .............. and require it for

showing on: ............................. ..................

A ddress: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

T elephone No . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Date:. . . . . . . .

Sqigned: .......................................... Boat No ..............
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SLIDE LIBRARY
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WAYFARER
The use of fully wa shable flock printing in This popular rangedo Ieisurewear is printed in
a ddition 1o matching coloured banding on multi-colour. Items such as sweatshirts are
many of the garments in this highly colourful printed tront and sleeve and have a boat
Prisnma Collection sets this range of - picture on the back.
leisurewear apart.

PRISMA PRICE LISTq., ma. X June at. , REGATTA PRICE LIST,..,.un,, a,, n 'qem

Ste neSzes PixeSweat shirt (white. navy)................. SM MXL £12 95 -ADLT Sweat shirt (grey, white, sky) ...... M. IM £9.50
Hooded Sweat shirt (white, navy) . S. M. L.XI £1695 SIZES Sweat shirt (grey, white. sky) .........I £9.95
Jogging Pants (white, navy).............. sM, I XL £1095 Childrens sweat shirt (grey. whitet.2426.2O.3o.32 £7.95
Sports Shirt (white, navy, red) ............. SM , I.XL £1095 S=323 T-shirts (whitel ...................... SM,].. XL £4.95
Rugby Shirt (white. navywithchest bandsl . S. I. XL £21.95 M=34ii36. Childrenst-shirts (white)............... 24.2 2. 30 32 £3.95
Body Warmers (white, navy, red) . . 1....... . XL £2695 L'.3W 0 (-oaded sweat shirt (grey, white)(. S. ML. XI £13.95
Body Warmers (Prisma red. Prisnma Btue) .... S .1..1. XL £29.95 XL24'Jogging pants (grey. white) ........... s IL. Ot £9.95
Caps (white, navy, red) .................. Saptsn e £3.95 Sew on patch ................................. £t150
Canvas Hoidall (navy)..................... 25 tX i3"to £12.95 Caps (white) ...................... Ad usiabe £3.95
Marina Jacket (white, navy) ............... SM L. XL £18.95

TO: OCEAN WORLD, HIGH ST., COWES, lOW, P031 7RS.

NAME DESCRIPTION COLOUR REGATTAI StZE PRInCE IHOW AMOUNT
ADbDRESS eq T-SHIRT.i IC OR EACH IMANY

____________________ pRISMA

Method of payment: cheque postatlorder F~Peadeehe tIo fo l s~~ tainidoacu=ng 
Os  

ORDER rOTAL,
money order Access Card Barciaycard O'at t5 (dane1° tO n add 2 0 AOPOTG

lrusicard IPlease'Twkrcheouesoavabre LoOCEAN WORLOP bfSee rt 10 aid (201' 0 sat i Cd AND PACI(ING

Crtedit Card No . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . rEAL
tuiopran oroers att dtira) Ed)[

Signature .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ang Orb., leg. USA) addt cilia 50)
Date Ag33 • itt .- " Please ensure remittances

.... ... ... .... ... ... .... ... ... are in C Sterting only.
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Approved Wayfarer Class Measurers 7987

N Banks 24 Buckstone Dell, Fairnllehead, Edinburgh 031 445 1346
ThIO 6PC3

Dr. L Bitt 16 Springfield Avenue, Aberdeen ABI SJD 0224 33767
o Breckon 16 Victoria Road, Abingdon, Dion 0X14 IDQ 0235 24244
I H Browning 12 Crown Green, Shorne, Gravesend, Kent 047 482 2480

DM12 JOT

C Bittemworth ia3a South Western Crescent, Conifer Park, 0202 745913
Lower Parkstone. Poole, Dorset

J N ch'ippencale The Dairy Farmhouse. Tunstead Road, 060 53 2050

Hoveton, Norwich
N Colle 55 Norfolk Road, Maidenhead, Berks 0628 31711
N coter 66 Belmont Road, Rugby, Warwicks. 0788 811863
C (irrey Lighter's Field, Bosham Hoe, Bosham, West 0243 573174

&ussex
P G c'urrey Shearwater, Bosham Hoe, Bosham, W. Sussex 0243 592551
J C Danr 4 Drakes Close. Hythe. Southampton S04 58P 0703 847814
D Foster The Cabin, 162 Sea Front. Hayling Island, 0705 462168

Hants POll G9lT
K R Hick son Ashling, 4a Hollow Lane, Hayling Islano,070 16 66374

Hants P01l 9AA

P Joel Beggers Roost, Main Road, St. Lawrence. 0243 64E72

Essex
G A Johnson '42 Sarham Road, West Wimoledon, London 01-946 4603

5W20 CET

S P Johnson Hedgeeead, 16 Tennyson Avenue, Cliffe 0634 220286

Woods, Rochester, rent t453 SJF
F Nountifield 5 College Road, Wokirt , Surrey 046 62 4167
H L Norris 49 Hizh Street, Offord Darcy. Cambs. 0480 810030
N H Paralow Ladbrook, The Holloway, Ninehead, Somerset 0643 2101

TA24 SEP
K S Pike Sheniev Hillside, Sheniey Hill, Radlett,092 765874

Herts WD9 9AS
S A Rowland The Old House, Yzlligarrick. St. Keyne, 3503 72544

~i~eard. Cornwall
R Ruddoc& ih Stoad Waib, rinston, Kent 0689 30116
P Strauss 65 Westnoreiand Roa , Sarnes. London 01-748 8702

SWI] 9E2
8 Toalinson 122 Shawclouin Way, Healey, Rocfldale, Lanes0O06 54273
I Wh~itford Bradstone, 5 The Wood-lands. £t. Aruass029 12 2193

hbepstow. Swent NP6 6EN
R Wooxdhurat 63 Eewdley Road. Stourcort-on-Severr, WorcsO2993 3920
C J Wilson Aramoana, 7 Severnmeade, Portishead, Avon 0272 848967
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Secretary: Mr OtWellt 17 Peck L.ne, Rrblingtoa, Hil5St, RaInts, . 9 211. Tsli 0705-484072.

? S~fL K ilWAyTARZRSE BY ALL, WiIWIRlS ClTACT: Riteore I Sons, Station Road. Wlrothda ilorioi*t Tel: 06153 Zi9t.

FO WAYFAIRSI II TX 1I IgIA~lrV) AMA CEWTACT: Cyril Eutteryorth, I83j SouJth Western Crescent,Conl fer
rlrt.Lover Fartstone Dorset Tel:Fartcn.' 745113.

WAIIEI, BoJ tent ifrase ty'net to suit 102 I Wayfarer: Tel: 0688 7413

W PSI I WOodJ. Metal s~rs, Mainsall Jib I sptnnaker with pole. Coatinattion roa tril ler/laurching trolliey'

Cov:et, 'bill needs attnention hence only £401, Viet, In Poole; Contact Steve Collins 0703 735507.

WC33 IS II OFF Itloe White frail, glue deck, Jectel.l lasniteefinl, Jlb. Genoa, 0.8 Pad I Snoware, roct i

spans. ,Jib I Srinrnaker rOles, anchor, Oars, Cover i Toad triller, Seagull 0.8. launching trolley a'eltlt'ie

ref ar tely. Isperdine faily forces sale. £1400 Contact: A Wtters 0646 601359 IDyfed) .

WV31I; II. G Ot- Wsterly, Olympic iln, genoa i Jib plus Bruce B rjk mn I geo a iHyde 5paker , Many redl it
extras, Cerniice tIe, Self hal les, Cover, mambo, cosbinatlio triller. Price £2200 Cntact Andreailatchet urns de

05 24 761665 lcusbria).

143018 #0 1 CUP Ssatlcraft, Proctor mast I hoca, Two silts of als, (CMebrand ee set including main, Jib
sphiniaker I. One original set of genoa ain I s/jib. Receat overhaul S streilthtn all very good , load trailer

(sprung loaed), Launching trotlle#i Coer, Oars. Boat well lOOked afterlsostly freshl water cruisingl , excellent
throughout. Price £1100 Iragotiblel. ccntcPajl Wattling Trin 10209) 860634 lHe or (0209) 714866 Intn 3069

ESS5 l!1 Wood Alloy slpars, sc~ cOnd~tion, is~ts usa S jib, I spinnake, launching trolley andt new sIlpe road
trailerh new colten cover, rowlocks and oarsl L]nOc contact John Learns IAberdeea) 065132480 evenings 0224 581855

lInn 203 Daytile.

1451 Ilk! WOOd Saallcraft 1959 Ia very goo onelion ready for fitting mit. Soa original fittingls available. few
fore deck * self halltermFri lagl ger, oalrs a rolocka, boo-up tenlt (carwash Bank mnin I RockilI genol 1976h.

cor'er 41W outboard stolo, A road trailer. Will riot separate. £950 Tel: relelil (0737) 763498.

Wf221 F#I Wlood, bxcel lent condition, Rledeckad,Nei mai/genos, spmra main and ga.s, pinnaker, roller reeting for
enoa,* centre *a in with Janet, all spinnaker rigging S pole new this year. Bn up cover, Road trailer on mit

£995 contact r Whteasa. office- 01 60I 48090 01 O 940 6062 lit 44.

3 as new M4k II S.D for sale. Condition new; only launched nob early June. For

specification o- extras and further details contact Pat Dollard, 5 Roman Road,

Weyrmouth, Dorset. Phone 0305-772721. They're cheaper than you would think.

For gale: Second hand Wayfarer sails; Mainsails, genoas and spinnakers by Hoods and
Banks. Contact Ian Porter for details. Phone 0243-377522.

For Sale; "cordon Bleu" Wayfarer 8200. Very fast wooden boat by Porters, in, excellent

condition. Winner 1986 Nationals 2nd 1987 Nationals. Plus many area successes.

Contact Mike IMcfamara for specification and details. Phone 0395-264907.

For Sale; Wooden Wayfarer suitable for restoration project: Complete with spars and
sails eras bare hull/decks as required. Telephone 0705-592728. Also spare wooden or

a luminium spars and cruising sails.

For Sale: Gee wit w7899: Superb wooden Porter boat maintained regardless of expense.
2 suits of sails (I new) , top/bottom covers. A highly successful boat in as now condition:

Bob Goilner: 0705 255024 (office hours.
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AVAILABLE FROM THE SECRETARY

Member Non-MemberInformation Pack ................. £2.50 £4.75

Drawings:
Standard Wayfarer Insignia ............ .. £1.50 £1.50
Sallhead Bouyancy .................................. £0.75 £0.75
Centreboard and Rudderblade ......................... £1.50 £1.50
Forward Side Benches (Mk. I) ......................... £.10 £1.10

Also Available:
Car Suicker . .. . . ....... .... . .... £0.30 £0.50
'W" Sew on Patch . ................ £0.90 £1.20
"W" Burgee Brooch ................. £1.20 N/A
"W" Tie. Navy Terylene with Red "W"' ....... £3.50 N/A
'W" tie. With Red "W" on White Pennant ....... £3.50 N/A

Wayfarer News and World Magazines .................... FREE £0.75
Fixtures Lists . ..... ....... .... ... FREE £0.50
Members Lists .................... FREE N/A
International Class Rules ................. FREE £0.75

9x6 &.A.E.
Measurement Forms ................. FREE + £0.30

9 x6 S.A.E.Issue of First Certificate ................ FREE £3.00
Issue of Change of Ownership Certificate ................. £1.50 £3.50

All Prices include Postage unless otherwise stated.
The Secretary also maintains a list of second hand boats for sale and wanted. If you wish to
have your boat included on this list contact her at the address below.

NAME:....

ADDRESS:.....................

BOAT No.:.......

Please send me the following; . ... ... .......... ....... .

I enclose a cheque for the sum of £ ............ in payment for these items.

Send to:U.K.W.A. CLASS SECRETARY:
Mr. C. H. WELLS, 17 Pook Lane, Warbllngton, Havant, Hants. PO9 2T1

Tel: Havant (0705) 484072
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' Wooden Mkl
.- GRP MkII

• Composites MkII
* GRP MkIISD

Composites MkIISD

Foa er BrOeherS
Complete, part and kit built boats to order

• OUR RECORD SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
• 2nd 1982 Nationals

; Ist & 3rd 1983 Nationals
... 1st & 3rd 1984 Natidnals

3rd 1985 Nationals
". 1st & 3rd 1986 Nationals

• 1st & 2nd 1987 Nationals
• . More Area Championship wins then any other builder.

• ALSO BUILDERS OF:
Gull MkiIlA. Flying Fifteen. Osprey. Dayboat. Firefly.

Albacore. Int. 14. Swallow

STOCKISTS OF:
Covers by Banks, Renowned and Alpha
Laminated Centreboards and Rudders

Fittings by Hoit. RWO. Seasure, Harken etc.
~Sails by Banks. Hood. Mlacnamara etc.

Trailers and Trolleys by Bramber. Rapide etc.

REPAIRS AND RENNOVATION A SPECIALITY. [

- 'Find us at:
"' JOHN "KING SHIPYARD

•.King Street, Emsivorth, Hants. POlO 7AY
S Tel: Emswortb' (0243) -o 377522 ".


